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Abstract
Integrated circuit today has becoming more advance and complicated. Narrower
gate, thinner gate oxide, more metal layers, more function blocks being integrated into

single dice are the trend of the integrated circuit benchmark. High efficiency test at wafer

level or package level and failure analysis of the defect has becoming a critical element
that directly link to the reliability, productivity and profit of the silicon industry. IDDQ
testing has been proved to be able to catch about 98% of defective devices compared to
scan and functional test, in contrast to perform Failure Analysis on these fails devices has

become a new challenge for the industry especially in locating the failure physically on
the silicon and extracting the information of the leakage current'

Liquid crystal technique has been widely used for detecting hot spot and dynamic
voltage contrast.

It is a simple, cost effective

and non-destructive Failure Analysis

technique but precisely locating the failure and leakage current information extraction is

almost impossible. Emission microscope has also been used to detect photons emission
from the IC, but it is a high cost equipment and with complicated setup, precisely locating

physical failure takes long hours and leakage current information extraction is very
diffrcult. With Magnetic Force Microscopy, it can become a simple and fast solution for
Failure Analysis to extract leakage current information on submicron structure.

This thesis presents a technique for MFM imaging of IC current and demonstrate
the ability to extract and analyze cur¡ent magnitude and direction with a sensitivity of
0.08m4.
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Chapter

1

Introductíon
1.1 Introduction - Motívatíon

In order to keep up the semiconductor industry development swiftness ruled by
Moore's law (the industry will quadrupling the numbe¡ of transistors in a single chip in

every three years ¡r.r1), the semiconductor industry today
aggressive pace than what has been predicted

is moving with a

more

by International Semiconductor Industry

Association Roadmap 1997, p.z1 CMOS ICs are being design with higher transistor
density and internal clock performance but lower feature size and operating voltage. The

ability to develop more suitable diagnostic techniques and tools for design verification
and failure analysis has become a key element to the growth of semiconductor industry.

IDDQ

ffDD

Current Quiescent) testing tr.+l has become more and more popular

in Automated Test Equipment (ATE) at wafer and package level. It has been proved to
have higher efficiency than traditional Scan and Function Test.¡r.:¡ Normally, IDDQ test

fail might be caused by transistor with high leakage current or bridging effect of
interconnection line.

In

today's semiconductor industries, failure analysis on any

defective device has become

a key parameter leading to product and process

qualification. Companies will save million of dollars in production

if

one design error is

identified and corrected.

"Liquid crystal" and "Emission Microscopy" has been widely used to localized

fail

area, but neither

of these two technique can extract precise fail location and details

about the leakage curent. As a result,

Chapter
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it

has become a motivation to develop and non-

invasive low cost technique that not only can locate the leakage current but also has the

ability to extract attributes of the leakage current.

1.2

Introduction - Outlíne
This thesis presents magnetic force probing over a transmission line with different

voltage levels inputs. Following this introduction, a theoretical background study of
different Magnetic Force Microcopy working mode is presented in Chapter 2. In Chapter
3, the implementation of

MFM is presented. Characteristics of instruments we use for this

experiment is studied and analyzed. In Chapter 4, test parameters and instrument panel
setup

for the experiment is presented. Follow by an exhibition of MFM results form

different test scenarios and the chapter closed with an analysis of the obtained results.
Chapter 6 presents the simulation program we wrote using MathCAD software. Brief
description of each function block in program code, analysis of the MathCAD simulated
result and explanations of the found discrepancies between the MFM and the simulated
results. Lastly, future considerations and conclusion are presented in Chapter 7 to finalize
the thesis.

Chapter
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Chapter 2
Møgnetíc Force Mícroscopy

This chapter studies Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM) in the application of

IDDQ

¡r.+1

probing for circuit failure analysis and magnetic force probing. IDDQ is

depending on process technology and the width of the MOS gate. ¡r.s1

A normal IDDQ

for a CMOS circuit is in nA range, while an abnormal IDDQ by a defecting CMOS
circuit will raise the current level by several orders of magnitude, usually larger then mA.

tr.6l Firstly, we begin with a study of Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) and its siblings

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) that inspired MFM directly. Secondly,

a

short

introduction and the theoretical background about MFM will be studied and presented.

2.1 Scønnìng Probe Mícroscopy

SPM has been used to extracting topographical, electrical and magnetic properties
of microscopic materials since the 1980's. The capability of performing measurements on
an atomic scale has made this technique particularly powerful and useful. Properties of a

material can be obtained by measuring the interaction between the mechanical probe and
the surface of the material. Spatial resolution is defined by the spacing between the tipsurface and the radius of curvature of the probe tip and the nature of the interaction.

2.

1,1 Scanníng Probe Microscopy-,ltomíc Force Microscopy

The Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), or Scanning Force Microscopy (SFM)
which is part of the SPM family was invented in 1986 by Binnig, Quate and Gerber.¡2.r1

In the AFM scanning technique, a sharp probe is utilized to scan over the surface of
Chapter 2
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interest. The probe that holds a tip at the end of a cantilever deflects

in

response to the

interaction force benveen the tip and surface. In order to understand more about the
deflection of the cantilever, we have to define the signif,rcance of these atomic forces in
term of distances between the tip and the surface. These forces are divided arbitrarily into

short-range and long-range forces base on what is considered "short" and "long" for

Atomic Force Microscopy instrumentation. At large distances, the electrostatic force, the
magnetic force or the Van der Waals force have the dominant effect to the overall force
contribution. As the probe moves closer to the surface, adhesion forces or repulsion
forces which results from the overlapping of the electron clouds of the surface and tip

will

become more significant.

¡z.z¡

Among these atomic forces, force that can be extracted by AFM is the negative
gradient of the potential U. This force is normal to the sample surface and acting on the

It

cantilever.
deflection.

can be defined as the following equation, where e

is the

cantilever

¡2.r1

_-ðu
,, _

Ar,lE2.tlp.t1

Optical beam bounce detection technique
measuring the cantilever deflection

z

is

used

to extract AFM data by

Data can then be analyzed and interpreted as

representation of certain property of the sample surface.

a

¡2.+1

The AFM can be operated in two principle modes, one is "with-feedback- control

mode" and the other is "without-feedback-control mode". tz.ll

ln the "with

feedback-

control mode", user will pre-determine a certain force level limit between the probe and
the sample surface for the entire surface scanning. In order to maintain this force level
Chapter
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limit during the scanning, a feedback system is used to control positioning piezo moving

in up or down direction to adjust the separation between the probe and the
surface.

sample

"With Feedback-control mode" is also known as "constant force microscopy",

and usually

In

it is used to yield topographical image.

"without-feedback-control mode" referred as "constant height mode" the

feedback system is not being used. The probe is set to a pre-determined height throughout

the entire sample surface scanning. This mode is useful for imaging very flat su¡face at
high resolution.

¡2.r1

2.I.2 Scanníng Probe Microscopy - Atomic

Force Microscopy

Images can be obtained in two main classes

-

Contact Mode

of tip and sample interaction under

AFM in "with feedback-control mode" or "without-feedback-control mode".
classes are "contact-mode" and "non-contact-mode".

¡2.r1

Figure [2.1] A plot of the intermolecular force versus probe sample distance.tz.sl

Chapter 2
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These

"Contact-mode" is when the tip and sample keep in close contact during the entire
scanning process;

it is the most common

technique

of AFM operation. In "contact-

mode", image is formed by the contouß of the constant force as the probe scans across
the surface. So it is important for us to understand what these forces actually are as they
contribute to the contours. As shown in Figure [2.1J, the inter-molecular force versus
probe and surface distance. The curve appearing below the z-axis region represents the
net attraction force between the cantileve¡ and sample while the curve appearing above
the z-axis region represents the net repulsive force.

To explain Figure [2.1], we assume the sample is far away from the cantilever
and the cantilever is in its rest position at the beginning. As we bring the sample closer to

the cantilever, the cantilever bends toward the sample due to the attractive forces. Point

A

on the Figure [2.1J shows the maximum attractive force, which is the multiplication of
the maximum forward deflection and the effective spring constant ft of the cantilever' As

the sample being brought forward, the sample pushes the cantilever back to its original
rest position, as point B on the Figure

forward, the cantilever

will

[2.1].If

the cantilever is continually being brought

experience repulsive force

until it

reaches point C.

reverse the sample direction by moving away from the cantilever, the cantilever

If

will

we

also

experience force direction changes, passing through the maximum adhesive force, point

D, and finally back to its rest position. In general the maximum attractive is always
smaller than the maximum adhesive force due to meniscus forces hold the probe on the
surface as the probe and the sample surface come

to

contact.¡2.01 One disadvantage

of

using "contact-mode" is that there exist large lateral forces on the surface as the tip is
"dragged" over the surface. This scanning mode is always operating in repulsive region

Chapter 2
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between the probe and the surface as shown

in Figure [2.1J, it is the reason we also

named it "repulsive-mode".

2.I.3 Scønning Probe Microscopy - Atomic

Force Microscopy

-

Non-contact Mode

"Non-contact-mode" or "attractive mode" operation is another method that we

can employ when imaging

by AFM. During "non-contact-mode"

interaction between the tip and the sample creates force gradient that
resonant frequency
detected

ofthe cantilever.

Changes in resonant frequency

scanning, the

will modiff

the

ofcantilever can be

by monitoring the change in amplitude, frequency and phase or forces of the

vibrating cantilever. Since the shift in resonant frequency of a cantilever is conesponded

to the force gradient, we can obtain the force gradient result between the tip and sample

by observing the change of cantilever resonant frequency. "Non-contact-mode" AFM
senses the force gradient between the

between them,

it

tip and the sample rather than the interaction force

has the advantages

of enhancing the scanning resolution.¡2.21

scanning mode must take place at a certain distance above the surface because the

This

tip

is

always vibrating. As a result the probe no longer operates in the repulsive regime of the

inter-molecular force curve as shown in Figure [2.U, and it is also named as "attractivemode".

2.2 Møgnetic Force Microscopy

Due to the rapid growth of the speed and density of integrated circuits (ICs),
specific information

of intemal conductor

voltages and currents during operation are

crucial in detail analysis of integrated circuits. The ability to detect Quiescent current
magnitude and its direction has become highly demanded in design verification; in analog
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circuits analysis where most information conveyed by cur¡ent and
where current is the only detectable attribute.t2.sl We

in failure analysis

will study a non-invasive imaging

technique for current based on "contact mode" and "non-contact mode" of AFM.

2.2.1 Magnetic Force Microscopy -Operatìon Principle

According to Ampere's Law, an obvious signature of current flow in a conductor

is the induced "cylindrical" magnetic f,ield about the conductor or in our case

an

integrated transmission line. Figure [2.2J displays a plot of current flow direction versus

induced magnetic field.

A

simulation result

transmission line is shown in Figure [2.3]

of the magnetic field distribution of

a

.

Current Flow Direction
Indu-ced.Mag4elic,,

Filedsunorind'the'i,
hansmissio¡linè in
clock-wise direction

Figure [2.2] A plot of the cylindrical magnetic field about a transmission line.

Figure [2.3aJ below, shows the cross section of a transmission line and the
simulated magnetic

fieÃ

É

outside the conductor. Field components in

x direction are

tangential components, which contribute to the least normal magnetic field. Maximum
normal magnetic field is contributed by field components in z direction. Figure t2.3bl
Chapter 2
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shows the normal component of the magnetic f,ield. The maximum normal magnetic field

strength at a constant distance

Zo from the transmission line is represented by the curve

of the graph. At Yo where the middle of the cross section transmission line, the normal
magnetic field vanishes. At the same location the polarity of the normal magnetic field
component changes. Figure [2.3cJ shows the top view of the normal magnetic f,reld plot.

Figure [2.3] a) A plot ofcross section transmission line on a substrate, the direction and location ofthe
induced magnetic field are shown.
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Figure [2.3] b) Shows the normal component of the simulated magnetic field

2.2.2. Magnetíc Force Microscopy -Contact Mode Operation Princíple

MFM is a member of the Atomic Force Microscopy family. A topographic image
of the sample can be obtained by scanning with a sharp probe tip in "Contact Mode"

as

what is shown in Figure [2.4]

Figure [2.4] An image obtained by MFM contact mode. Probe scanned over a 6¡r width NT25 metal3 line.

Tip is brought as close as possible to the sample. The repulsive force, which
resulted from the short-range interaction of electron clouds of atoms between the tip and
the sample, causes the cantilever to deflect in z direction.

As what has been mentioned earlier, an optical beam bounce detection technique
is used to measure the z-deflection of the cantilever. During imaging the sample in
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and

10

y direction,

z-feedback control reads the e-deflection of the cantilever and adjusts the

separation between the

tip and sample to maintain a constant predetermined

between the two. Force interaction between the

force

tip and sample surface can be extracted

from the z-deflection of the cantilever and finally a topographic image of the sample is
formed as we plot the sample height as a function of the sample

x

and

y position,

as is

shown in Figure [2.4J

2.2.3 Møgnetìc Force Microscopy -Non-Contact Mode operøtìon Principle

In "non-contact" MFM, tip is moved 50nm-3000nm away from the surface of the
sample. As

MFM setup is intended to be sensitive to magnetic property of the sample

surface, we

will

acquire the magnetic field on the sample, magnetic dipole on the tip,

interaction force between the two and Relative-Interaction-Force detected by the optical
beam bound system. However,

it is important to note that other forces particularly

electrostatic forces can also significant.

2.2.4 Magnetic Force Microscopy

-

Non-Contact Mode Operation Principle
-Magnetic Fiekl Inductíon

As voltage supply (Øs) is applied to the sample circuit, current (1s) flows through
the sample circuit. According to the Biot-Savart law

point, the magnetic freld induction
position

P'of

p.01, at

point P where the observation

¿Ê fueto the current flow in the sample circuit at the

the sample circuit is as the following equation 82.2 and Figure [2.5].

ldlxrt
dÉ -- ¡to
4n
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lEZ.2l¡z.ro1

l1

xrYrz)

Figure [2.5] A figure of how Biot-Savart law is implemented in our application.

pe is thepermeability of free space, which is equal to 4nxl0-7 Wb I A.m, r¡ is the unit
vector points from the source to the observation point.
and

ll it th" vector of current element

r is the distance from source to the observation point.
The Biot-Savart law can define the magnetic f,ield at a point on the sample due to

a small segment of the transmission line, to find the total magnetic

field ã

the sample due to the entire transmission line, we have to sum-up all the

at a point on

dã

induced by

each segment of the transmission line with equation 82.3 which is displayed as follows.

MathCAD can simulate an image of Z-magnetic field over the entire sample surface
generated by the transmission line as what is shown in Figure [2.6J

fry
4n ,'

É_ttol J
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2.2.5 Møgnetic Force Mícroscopy -Non-Contact Mode Operøtion ,"n"!nllrnr,,"

A tip

deposited

Dipote Moment

with fenomagnetic material is used in this microscopy. All

ferromagnetic materials contain microscopic regions called domains, which all magnetic
dipole moments

il

within the domain are aligned. As we magnetized the ferromagnetic

material on the tip by applying an external field using a magnetic bar, the domains in the
ferromagnetic material tend to align with the freld, giving the tip a net magnetization

vector

ú , whichhas the magnitude equal to the magnetic moment per unit volume of

the substance.

in

[2.t r1

a net magnetic

Under the right conditions, these domains becomes aligned resulting

moment on the tiP.

2,2.6 Møgnetic Force Microscopy -Non-Contact Mode Operøtion Principle-Interactíon

Force

As we apply a current to the sample circuit on the surface, a magnetic field is
induced. We than bring the tip that has been magnetized closer to the sample surface.
Force occurs when the magnetic dipole of the tip interacted with the magnetic field on the
sample surface. Since the magtetic dipole on the tip has been aligned and stabilized, the
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main factor for determining an attractive force or repulsive force is due to the direction of
the magnetic field on the sample surface. Magnetic force formula 82.4, can be used to
explain and support the existence of this interaction force between the tip and the sample
surface.

e = nqi)¿ xÉ

¡nz.+1r,,,,

According to the Magnetic Force formula, the magnetic force is in a direction
perpendicular both to the velocity of the moving charge and to the magnetic field. This

property can be used to define the interactive force that exists between the sample circuit
and the magnetic tip, by taking the cross product of bound current

i u and the magnetic

field ,B which is produced by the sample circuit. E2.5 is substituted intoE2.4 to produce
F,2.6.

YxM

-JtlE.2.5)¡2.*1

F =Y(M .B)

¡ez.a1¡r,01

2.2.7 Magnetíc Force Mìcroscopy -Non-Contact Mode Operation Prtnciple
-Re I atìv e -Int e r acti o n - F o r c e

Due

to optical

beam bound system is used

to detect the deflection of

the

cantilever, the result we obtained from the system is no longer the interaction force but
the Relative-Interaction-Force.

A detail study on the beam bound system concept will

discussed in Chapter3 and simulation

will

be presented

be

in Chapter5.

Fr=F¡r¡-F¡nzry
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F ¡n¡ is the interaction force at the location on the sample surface where the tip was
initially rested on. At this location we adjust the bi cell photodiode position to achieve
zero voltage on the ouþut before we start our scarming. As a result, all obtained result

F'

is referenced by this

initial interaction force value. 82.7 is the equation we

use to

express this situation.
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Chapter

3

Magnetic Force Microcopy Implementøtíon

In this chapter, we will present and discuss the implementation of Magnetic Force
Microscopy used in this work. We

will

start by discussing cantilever characterization,

optical beam bounce deflection sensors, mechanical probing structure, tip magnetization,
test circuit structure design and signal acquisition system.

3.

1 Cøntilever C haracterizatio n

Mechanical properties of the cantilever play a very essential role in the spatial,
current sensitivity resolution of the instrument. In particular the spring constant and the
frequency response of the cantilever are crucial.

3. 1.

I

Cantilever Charøcterizøtion-spring

constant

Spring constant of a cantilever fixed at one end is given by:

k- 3EI
l3

[E3.1]¡r

r1

/ is the length of the cantilever, E is the modulus of the elasticity which is depending
the material composition of the cantilever. 1 is the moment

for various cross sections of the cantilever.

If

on

of inertia, which is different

we have a cantilever with a rectangular

cross section of width w and thickness t, the moment of inertia

is I = *
l2

The spring

constant of this cantilever is
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k- Ewt3
4lt

lE3.2l¡2:1

In this experiment, the spring constant of the cantilever we use will remain the same

as

provided by the manufacture. The properties of the ferromagnetic material (¡Fe2O3 ) we
deposited are, H":305O", length of the particle is 0.6pm and the aspect ratio is 7:1. Due

to the extra weight we added on the tip when we deposit ¡Fe2O3 on top of the cantilever

the

^lL
\m

rado will be reduced. To define the effective spring constant of the cantilever is

no longer as shaight forward asB 3.2 because elasticity modulus is no longer unique and
evenly distributed. The equation we use to define the added mass of y-FezO: is E 3.3 and
E 3.4 is used to define effective spring constant of the added mass cantilever.
I

,, =,,(, +lrE

3 3r¡,:1

I

ot--] r.01,,,,
,,
--r=(¡r
'
lm+m* )
3.

I.2 Cantilever

Characterizøtion-Frequency

Response

The mechanical frequency response

of the cantilever is a

function, which

contributes to the deflection of the cantilever. The cantilever has the tendency to vibrate
at its natural resonant frequency. The cantilever

will vibrate

at its maximum amplitude

if

the frequency of the applied force is equal to the cantilever natural resonant frequency.
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The fundamental resonant frequency of a vibrating cantilever with a rectangular cross
section, cr¡, is given by;

0r=

rrl¡ can also be expressed as

0.24pwtl

0), =

znf.

* *"t¡

[E 3.5]p

r¡

k is the spring constant, and p is the mass

density of the material composition of the cantilever. When an external force with unit
amplitude is applied on the cantilever, the vibration of the cantilever as a function of
frequency response is

<?>€->
=+p>o;,
lctrll

^lt*g'(9--9)'
úD (Ð,
v
lctrll -I,r=

o [E 3.6] r¡

rr

Q is the quality factor which is a measure of how fast energy is dissipated by the system.

It is define d as !-

L,a

, with

Aco

being the 3dB bandwidth from the resonance

¡r.zz1.

The

deflection of the cantilever due to the force F, can be defined as follows:
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M(a)

= F,(a¡)

(9)(%)
k (,)

l+e'(''o -9)'
a),

, o>0;

M(Ð],=o=+u,371

If the driving frequency is equal to the resonance frequency ro=o,, the cantilever
deflection can be defined as:

I

Lz tark¿
-Qr-

1,. tp

¡.sl

The magnitude of the vibration at the resonance frequency úì, is enhanced by

p from the

DC vibration magnitude.

3. 1.

3 Cantilever Chørøcterizøtíon-¡vt¡cromachined

Cantilever

An ideal cantilever for probing should have a high resonance frequency
quality factor, low

in

mass and spring constant.

frequency is less susceptible to low frequency noise;

and less parasitic loading
measurement

will

increase,

A

and

cantilever with high resonance

it also has a better spatial resolution

if a smaller cantilever is used. The sensitivity of the

if the spring constant of the cantilever we used is lower,

to less forces are needed to induce deflection of the cantilever.

due

¡:.+1

The micromachined cantilever we used in this experiment is a V-shaped silicon

nitride (Si¡N+) cantilever as shown in Figure [3.1]
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Figure [3. I ] A diagram of the micromachined SirNa cantilever.

The length

(f

13.5¡

of the cantilever is 200pm, the height (ft) of the tip is about 3-5¡rm,

the width (w) of the cantilever is 36¡rm, and the thickness of the cantilever (r) is 1pm. The

radius curvature of the

tip is about 300nm, which is used to define the sharpness of the

tip. A thin gold film is coated on the cantilever for the sake of better optical reflection.

p

s1

Figure [3.2J is the frequency response of the SirN+ cantilever. The experimental
curve \ryas found by measuring the thermally induced frequency spectrum of cantilever

vibration.

It is the intrinsic cantilever vibration

cantilever has a resonant frequency

induced by thermal noise. The Si¡N+

of 12.275WI2. The

spring constant of the cantilever is

0.064N/m with tolerant of +l-20%o according to specifications from the manufacture. E
3.ó is used to determine the value of quality factor by substituting the most appropriate
value of Q to match the experimental frequency response. The Si¡N¿ cantilever has a

Q:32. p.olThis Q factor determination work was done by

a former graduate student

in our

deparlment.
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Figure [3.2] Normalized mechanical frequency response of the SisN¿ cantilever for this experiment.
Resonant frequency:12 .275kH2, k:0.064N/m +l-20o/o, Q=32 ¡r.ot

3.

1.4 Cantílever Charøcterizøtion-Spøtial Resolution

Spatial resolution defines the region from which the instrument
information. This

is an important parameter

given that small size

of

gathers

present day

integrated circuit. Spatial resolution of MFM depends on the separation between the tip to
sample and the properties of the magnetized tip as well as the properties of the stray field

distribution.
There are some limitations that prevent us to use tip to sample separations that are

very small. For alternative current detection methods which lve use in this experiment,

the tip to sample separation cannot be smaller than the oscillation amplitude of the
cantilever.

If

the tip to sample separation is chosen too small, the derivative of the force

between the tip to sample

will become too large and exceed the cantilever spring constant

and create undesired instabilities. As a result, we chose the tip to sample separation to be

around l000nm at the expense of a reduction in sensitivity.
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Since in MFM, we are imaging the interaction force between the tip and sample

and we assume current is always flowing at the middle of transmission line, current
sensitivity has played a vital role in defining the limitation of our MFM system.

3. 1.

5 Cantilever Characterization-Tip Magnetizøtion

As we have mentioned before, the micromachined cantilever we use in this thesis

is a V-shaped silicon nitride (Si3N4) cantilever. In order to perform MFM, we need to
magnetize the tip. We manually deposit some y-Fe2O3 powder which is a single domain

particle on the backside of the tip. We then magnetized the tip with a permanent magnet.
The magnetization of the magnet (magnetic dipole per unit volume within the magnetic
material) is estimated to be 300k A/m. We then baked it at 125 degree for two hours until

the adhesive dry as shown in Figure [3.4]. We assumed all y-Fe2O3 particles have
aligned in single direction and fixed permanently by the epoxy.

Figure [3.a] Picture taken form microscope on the tip that has been deposited with ¡Fe2O3. Probes are
facing down.

In order to determine the value of the magnetic moment on the tip we like to define
the mass of the ¡Fe2O3, which we deposited on the tip. As mentioned in the previous
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section 3.1.3, we know the resonant frequency
y-Fe2O3 deposition

is

12.275kÍlz

and.

of the Si¡N+ cantilever without

any

the spring constant of the cantilever is 0.064N/m

on the
according to specifications from the manufacture' After having ¡Fe2O3 deposition

tip, we found that the resonant frequency of the Si¡N¿ cantilever has shifted to 7 '4WL
The mass on the tip can then be calculated by E 3.3 and

,E -1.9.

The typical range for âz is

from lnm to lgnm, which is the deflection range of the cantilever.rr.e¡ Using E 4.6 from
dose not
Chapter4, we find that the maximum deflection range for 4mAoo-test-scenario
exceeded

lnm.g inE 3.9 is the gravity

force, 9'807 kg/s2 '

'=,,[, +lt'
,' =*Trr

3 3]

tE 3.el

me¡iscalculated as 4.155E-12 kg. According to this reference book¡:.ro¡, the magnettc
moment per atom (Pa) of y-Fe2O3 is 5prs, which is obtained from neutron diffraction
measr¡rements in the ordered State.

atom of

¡Fezo¡ is

¡r.ro¡

Since ps:9 .27e-24 Am2, the magnetic moment per

46.35e-24 Amz.

of
The molecular weight of ¡Fe2O3 is 23L 54g'¡r.r,t We can obtained the number
the tip by dividing the molecular weight by
¡Fe2O3 arom which has been deposited on

Am

and multiplying

by the Avogadro constant. The number of ¡Fe2O3 atoms we

obtained from this calculation

is

10.808+E9. Finally' as we multiply the magnetic

maximum
moment per atom of ¡Fe2O3 with the number of atoms, we estimated the
magnetic moment of the tip, which is 5e-13 Am2'
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3.2 AC Stimuløtion

In this work, we utilize an AC detection method. We supply an AC signal at
cantilever resonant frequency to the sample, not to the cantilever. The polarity of the

magnetic field induced by the

AC current alters at the resonant frequency of

the

cantilever. Due to the fact that the signal polarity oscillates at the resonant frequency, the
induced attraction and the deflection force between the tip and sample is also alters at this

frequency. The cantilever

is then oscillated at the resonant frequency. The current

sensitivity of the system is increased about 250 times compared to DC stimulation.

The amplitude of the cantilever vibration, A,

of a simple harmonic

r¡zal

oscillator with

external force applied can be expressed as:

aa

roo

(ai-oí)'--J

- - IrJ¡
[E 3.10]
13 ,,1

is the resonant frequency of the cantilever. c¡r is the frequency that drove the

cantilever. When ol approaches t¡o the amplitude

of the vibration, A,

increases

dramatically. With a lock in amplifier in the system, we can ampliff the signal detected
from the beam bounce detection system according to the reference signal phase. The final

ouþut from the lock-in amplifier is the Relative-Interaction-Force between the tip and
sample surface.

3.3 Opticøl Beam Deflection Sensor

An optical beam bounce detection

system p.r¡l

is employed in this experiment.

Figure [3.5J porttays the method. The laser beam from a laser source is directed on the
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top of the gold-coated cantilever. A bi-cell photodiode is used to capture the reflection of
the laser beam from the cantileve¡.

Bi-cell photodiode

{_Þ

I

Figure [3.5] Illustrating how the cantilever reflection is detected by the laser beam bounce system.

When a vertical force

lî

the following equation.

is applied to the cantilever, the deflection of the cantilever is as
p.rn¡

F
_ xt) [E 3.1l]
z(x\
\/ _ _:_(3tx2
6EI

/ is the length of the cantilever,

.E is the modulus

of elasticity,

and

I

is the moment of

inertia of the cantilever. Due to the very small deflection magnitude of the cantilever, the
angle of the deflection @" at the end of the cantilever where

x:1,

can be approximated as

follows:

r2l
" d*1,=,=*rE3
2El
",=+l
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By usíng equation E 3.1 and substituting

F: k\z, we obtain:

t,=;+F
N

3

131

bi-cell
in Figure [3.5J represents the displacement of the reflected laser beam on the

photodiode which causes by

M

(the deflection of the cantilever). By using similar

triangles, we can find that O.

=f

[E 3.i4]r¡.rsl, where the distance between the bi-cell

photodiode and the cantilever is Z. Therefore the result is:

As=

3LLz

n

[E3.15]p.rsr

Bi-cell Photodiode
Shifted Optical Spot

Original Optical SPot

E¡¿:

E¡1

-

Er2

from differential amplifier is the
Figure [3.6] Illustrating the shift of ÂS due to cantilever reflection. Output
diiference úenveen the optical signals received by the bi cell photodiode.
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The bi-cell photodiode position is adjusted to where both photodiodes receive
equal optical power from the reflected laser beam and hence E.¿:0. Whenever the
cantilever defects

by

Lz, the reflection laser beam

will shift by Às, and it will

cause either

one of the photodiode receiving more power than the other. From Fígure [3.6J, v/e can
see that the voltage

output from the diffe¡ential amplifier E.¿ is the diffe¡ence between Err

and E,2. Every single Az shift of the laser beam

will no only

increase the photocurrent on

one of the cell but would also cause a photocurrent decrease on the other cell at the same

time. As a result, each single cantilever deflection would bring double effect to E,¿.

Unlike others A.C. detection methods, the force gradient is measured through the
detection of changes in the amplitude of oscillation of the cantilever at a given frequency.

In our experiment, each &¿ is directly taken down

as the

interaction force between the tip

and the sample in term of voltage because E.¿ from the bi cell photodiode is directly

linked to amplitude of the tip deflection which is also directly linked to the interaction
force. One thing we have to take care of is the reference point. Since we assume the
interaction force at the initial tip location is made to be zero by adjusting the reflected
laser beam to the center of the

bi cell photodiode, this initial interaction force become

reference to all obtained results. Figure

a

[3 7aJ is an example showing how the shape of

the curve is shifted when Relative-Interaction-Force is taken into account on interaction
force.
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Figure t3.7bl is an example showing the sensitivity of the Force Gradient method
and how the sensitivity of this method has dominated the overall result.
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Figure [3.7b] Show the plot offorce gradient
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) ofthe interaction force (red line plot on Figure

Y is the scanning direction.
t3.7al). The amplitude of the signal is about 1000 times stronger.
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A Laser diode is used as the optical source in this experiment. The laser beam is
assumed to be monochromatic and possess a Gaussian power distribution. The optical
power per unit area, or the irradiance distribution of the Gaussian laser beam is:

-2. t.2.
1Q'+t-

-2rz
J

E, = Eo, 'i = Eo€'i

.E¿

)

[E 3.16]¡r16l

is the irradiance at the center of the laser beam and rs is the radius of the laser beam

where the irradiance falls

to

le" from E¿. The total accumulated

photocurrent is equal to

the total number Qr{) of photons penetrating the photodiode multiplied by the unit charge

q. We assume all optical power received by the photodiode is completely converted into
electrical power. As the cantilever deflects, the reflected laser beam will shift away from

its original spot, by neglecting the spacing between the two cells, the gained current by
one cell

will be similar to the lost current by the other cell. The total

produced by the bi-cell photodiode

photocurrent

will always remain the same. The difference in

photocurrent between the two halves of the bi-cell, I¿, cãrr be calculated by integrating the
normalized Gaussian laser beam over the gained area of the cell due to the shift As.

Io

^s

-)
v j{"+t')

- 2Nq Io-Jï,

(r)rí
-

dxdY ¡,,3.171¡,

Y is the size in y dimension of the gain area. Due to Y

rs¡

)) f o, we can simpliff equation E

3.17 as follows:
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-2.

.2

.

/_ìr,-

r'ã"' drk'
" =ryÍ*
rirc to

r,

According to mathematical table provided by

r¡

a

'&'' dy

[E 3.18]

13,?r

rrl i

¡;*"'-i"' a, = E

"[E

3.re]

As a result;

2J-2Nq ¡*
, -LÉ
'o dx ¡nl.zo1
e'3'*
Jo

I¿=

rotl

ît

Using change in variable by letting , =

JTL,
ro

JIA'

- =#

Io

equation lE 3.201can be as follows;

zJl¡vo

:'

a

W3.zrl
roi 7t le-,"dt
o

By referring to the mathematical table

r¡.rel,

the equation can be solved as follows:

(Õ* l= ,tn*.,
ro I t )=;FtE3z21

1, =ÕNq"rf

Using E 3.l5,the photocurrent I¿ can be expressed as a function of the cantilever
deflection Az;
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I,=ffi=ffiMwzzt)
signal of the
From the equation E 3.23, the relative changes in the difference output
detection System can be interpreted as the corresponding change

in the cantilever

deflection.

this experiment
The performance of the optical beam deflection sensor we use in
photons arrival at the
is mostly limited by the shot noise, which is created by the random
detector. shot noise can be defined as E 3.24 by W. Schottþ

Zq(I

in

1918.

1F.3.24)ßßl

'

photodiode' We can
where ,B is the noise bandwidth, .Ir, Iz are the cunent from the bi-cell
system, which is ro'
minimize the impact by compromising the geometry of the detection

However, our optical beam bounce system is insensitive

to l/f noise because it is a

of measurement. The ouþut signal is

derived from the difference

differential type

between the photocurrent from the trvo halves

of the bi cell photodiode' rr.rsl The

to be
sensitivity of the optical beam-bounce system was hypothetical

6
7.9x10 nm

in

1lzo1.

dominant source
In the next section we will show that shot noise is typically not the

of

noise in MFM measurements.
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3.3.1 Optical Beum Deflectíon Sensor-Curuent Sensitivity

Current sensitivity is defined as the minimum root-mean-square current that can

is not
be detected by the instrument. Any signal detected by the deflection sensor that
noise.
induced by the magnetic force between the tip and the sample is considered as

and is
Among the sources of noise, typically thermal noise is the most dominant effect
fundamental source of noise'

Thermal noise results from the cantilever being in thermal equilibrium with its
to
surrounding and hence having some thermal energy. This energy caused the cantilever
noise
vibrate in a random manner. The RMS deflection of the cantilever due to thermal
can be expressed as a function of frequency as follows'

=

[*:,È

kg is the Boltzman constant,

T'

p zz¡

4QkBT,B
lE3.2sl

is the temperafufe of the cantilever and B is the

bandwidth of the measuring system.

+/Since our Si¡N+ cantilever effective spring constant is no longer k:0.064 N/m
Z0o/o,

E i.4 is used to find the effective spring constants

hr

and the mass of the cantilever

without deposition, m=10'7 6e-72k9'

,=( o* i,^=f¿låE341
\* )
lm+m*

)
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With m.r:4.155e-l2k1, Q:32, resonant frequency of the cantilever deposited with
magnetic powder is around 7.41<ÍIz,

hf0.032 Nlm+l-20%. At room

maximum deflection due to thermal noise is

temperature, the

0.03L-rf". This finding proves to us that

thermal noise has dominant effect to the overall noise as compared with the short noise
which was defined

u,

7 9x104

nm.

As a result, Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and current

"lnz
sensitivity

of the instrument will be estimated

based on thermal noise. Since the

cantilever is always oscillating at its resonant frequencY, 0Ì, the SNR of the instrument
can be defined as:

,sNA

= W4r,3.271
\M,^)

(lZo)is the cantilever RMS deflection by

the magnetic force,

it

can be derived from

IE 3.8], [82.2U and [82.3J.

M

1,,=lr

l*,

[u r.a1

F =Y(fr .É¡ ,¡nz.zr:

lry

B-þoI
- - 4o J ,'
(u,)

=trF
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JJ

RMS deflection of the
The current sensitivity can be determined when we equate the
the magnetic force:
cantilever due to thermal noise to the RMS deflection due to

(nz,)= (nz,)¡n

t.zo7

by each segment
Since the magnetic field for each point on the sample is influenced
the transmission line as stated in Biot-Savart Law,

of

it is not easy to calculate I*, for

(nZ)=0.03nm. We have used MathCAD to simulate the magnetic forces' The result
width and 1000nm in tip and
showed of ltr.t:17.3p4, for a transmission line with 6pm in
simulated result
surface spacing. In the next chapter, experimental result and MathCAD
are used to calculate the SNR

for different input current levels and geometries'

3.4 Mechønical Probing Structures

into
We integrate the cantilever and optical beam bounce detection system
mechanical stmcture as shown in Figure

[3.9]

and

a

Figure [3'10]' This probing structure

is designed with high rigidity in order to minimize the noise due to environmental
mechanical vibration.
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Knobs for
positioning the
optical detection
system

Aluminum Base

Y Direction
positioning Screw

X Direction
Positioning Screw

Figure [3.9] A drawing of the mechanical structure for magnetic force scanning.

This
Figure [3.10] A picture of the mechanical structure for MFM including microscope and sample circuit.
picture is taken by a former graduate sh¡dent.
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The structure holds a
The stage is supported by an anodized aluminum structure'
bounce detection system and a
cantilever, a 3-D piezoelectric positioner, an optical beam
at the bottom of the base for
test circuit. We put four vibration absorbers at each corner

the circuit piezoelectric
better vibration isolation. We can either manually adjust
controller' on the upper
positioner using micrometer-pitched screws or by piezoelectric
system
stage, we have a laser source, a manual positioning
beam so that it

will aim on the top of cantilever

to focus and align the laser

and deflect to the bi-cell photodiode'

3.5 Test Circuit Structure

A 900pm x 760¡rm test circuit structure is designed for this experiment
transistor level using NT25 technology as shown in Figure [3.11]

at

.

in NT25 technology using metal3
Figure [3.] l] Layout of the sample circuit, which is designed
interconnection line.
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All

transmission lines are metal 3, which

is the top metal interconnection

rule for NT25 allows 2'8 pm as the
transmission line for NT25 technology. The design
3 pm as the minimum line
minimum spacing between two metal-3 transmission lines,
distance between vDD and
width for each metal-3 transmission line. 34 pm is the typical

circuit is 1'7
vss of cMos transistor in year 1998. p.zl¡ The passivation thickness of the
pm Si¡N+. A cross section sEM
pm, which is the combination of 1.175¡rm oxide and 0'55
image is presented in Chapter4 for detail information'

which
The test circuit structure contains four different line width specifications

pattern, we have one
are 3 pm, 6 pm, 9 pm and 12 ¡tm, but for the construction
rectangular turn

of the transmission line

separated

in 2.8pm which is the minimum

the transmission line separated in
spacing specification, and the other rectangular turn of
34pm which is the typical transistor spacing'

3.6 Signal Acquisítion SYstem

system we use for
In this section, equipments and setup for the signal acquisition

They are Digital Scanning Probe
this Magnetic Force Microscopy test will be introduced'

Microscopy(SPM)controllerp.rol,PiezoPositioner,Lock-inAmplifier'

3.6.1 Signøl Acquisitíon System -Digitøl SPM Controller
in the University
The digital SpM controller is for use with all of the microscopes
this controller in this experiment is
of Manitoba spM laboratory. The primary function of
as a compensator in
to control the relative positions of the circuit sample and acts

a

mode and MFM non-contact
feedback control system that can perform MFM contact
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mode. The heart of the controller is a software proportional-integral compensator,

it

runs

on DSp56001, a Motorola Digital Signal processor. The software senses the cantilever
deflection signal through six analog to digital converters (ADC) and with a digitally
programmable low pass

filter at the input of one of the ADC, and returns signals to the

microscope through a set

of digital to analog converters (DAC), The interface between

the DSP and the other devices is implemented on a field programmable gate array
(FPGA), Figure [3.12] shows the schematic diagram

of the digital sPM controller

the scan
hardware. A graphical user interface is used to control the scan location and size,
are
frequency, the STM bias voltage and compensator parameters' The input signals

digitized by ADC and are being translated into a 256 pixels by 256 pixels with 65,536
grayscale image which can be stored on the PC in

tiff format.lt.rolFigure [3']31 shows the

at
inside view of the SPM digital controller hardware which is used in SPM laboratory

The University of Manitoba. The picture is taken from a formal graduate student'
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Figure [3.12] Block diagram of the digital SPM controller.

¡rza¡

Figure [3. I 3] Inside view of the SPM digital controller hardware
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3.6.2 Sígnal Acquisition System-Píezo Positioner Contoller
The Melles Griot 17 PCZPiezo Positioner controller, which is used with the ultra-

precision-range

of

active feedback actuators incorporated

in

nanopositioners. The

position readout range is from 0 to 20pm with lnm resolution.,r.zs¡ The Piezo Positioner is
remote controled by our Digital SPM controller. X,

Y

and Z position signals from digital

SPM controller are connected to Piezo Positioner Controller signal inputs. Figure [3.]4J
shows the exterior look of the controller.

Figure [3. I 4] The Melles Griot I 7 PCZ Piezo Positioner controller

3. 6. 3

Sígnøl Acq uisitío n System- Lock-In AmptiJier

SR510 Lock-in amplifier from Stanford Research Systems

is used in

this

experiment.r¡zol The signal is amplified by a low noise differential amplifier at the input
and selectively filtered and amplified by a high-gain

AC amplifier and delivered to

the

signal monitor ouþut terminal. Figure [3.15] shows the exterior look of the lock-in
amplifier.

Figure [3. I 5] SR5 I 0 Lock-in amplifier from Stanford Research Systems.
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To generate the lock-in output, the signal is multiplied by a reference sine wave,

which is phase-locked to the reference input. The output of the multiplier contains
frequency components near

DC,

(f

,ienur

- f ,.r"r"n.r) and 2f (f .ignur * f ,"f"."n""). rr.rrt The

signal then goes through the two stages of low pass filtering and provides the lock-in time

constants. First,

the filters remove the second harmonic components, which

are

introduced by the multipliers. Secondly, the filters reduce the noise by narrowing the
detection bandwidth. The ouþut of the f,rlter is finally amplified by a chopper stabilized

DC amplifier, before being delivered to the lock-in output terminal. The schematic of the
lock-in amplif,rer is shown in Figure [3.]61

.

Chopper
Stabilized D.C.

Amplifier

Figure [3. 1 6] A block diagram of SR5 I 0 Lock-in amplifier from Stanford Research Systems
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Chapter 4
Møgnetíc F orce Microscopy Measurement

by MFM'
This chapter exhibits and analyzes measurements conducted
performance of MFM

will be evaluated through the measurements result obtained over

signal voltages.
the designed sample circuit with five different input

4.1 Test Pørameters & SetuP

for each instrument in
This paragraph presents all test parameters that are chosen
presents the connectivity
this experiment setup. Figure [4.1J onthe next page virhrally
between each instrument in this experiment setup'

4,1.1 Test Parameters & Setup-nigital SPM Control

with user through a
University of Manitoba's SPM digital control system interacts
very user-friendly graphical user interface.
system

¡+.r1

With this interface user can operate the

Figure [4'2]
in different test conditions by just modifying their test parameters.

parameters we use for this test' Detail
presents the graphical user interface with the test

of

howtosetuptheSPMdigitalcontrollerispresentedatAppendix2.

Figure [4.2] User interface layout in acquired mode'
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MFM Non Contact Mode

MFM Contact Mode
Mirror

.....-..-...........----

/
t Photodiode

AFM Cantilever

Sample Surface

-ì\os-'
*\\

t-"r*-,-t'**
I

meter for

I

Piezo Positioner

I

metcr

Digital SPI\{
Control Sysfem

N.*ttN
Host Computer

Function
Generator
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Figure [4.
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I
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Lock-in Amolifier
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I

4.1.2 Test Pørameters & Setup-Típ & Lsser Beam

We ground the cantilever to prevent any others parasitic effect between the tip
and the surface. Tip is then brought as close to the sample surface as possible. We
adjusted the laser lens and the angle of the mirror, to have the laser beam focused on the

top of the tip. The distance between the tip and the bi-cell photodiode is also adjusted to
have most of the reflected laser beam captured; we verified this by measuring the voltage

sum from the bi-cell photodiode.

A digital

meter is used to locate the center of the

reflected laser beam by measuring the difference in voltage from the bi-cell photodiode.

The higher the sum voltage represent the more reflected laser beam is captured. This
brings higher signal resolution and better signal to noise ratio. On the other hand, the

lower the differential voltage represent the more evenly distributed the laser beam
between both sides of the bi-cell photodiode. With maximum sum voltage and minimum

differential voltage, we located the bi-cell photodiode at the center of the reflected laser
beam.

The differential signal from the photodiode was fed to a spectrum analyzet, where

we find a thermal peak on the scope at the resonant frequency, which is 7.4kHz. The
sample is then moved up to the

tip very slowly and manually. Three steps are used to

monitor the progress of elevating the sample to the tip. First, a microscope allowed us to
monitor the movement of the sample visually. We begin by focusing the microscope on
the tip, and left the sample out of focus. As the sample being moved toward the tip, the

view of the sample under the microscope will come into focus. When we obtain almost
the same forces for the tip and the surface, we switch to observe the shadow of the tip on

the sample surface. The area of the shadow will gradually decrease as the sample move
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monitor the
closer to the tip. As the tip come very close to touch the surface, we switch to
frequency
resonant frequency peak in the spectnrm analyzer. When the thermal resonant

peak disappears from the spectrum analyzer, we know that the tip has touched the
position right
surface. Before we started the scanning, we move the sample back-up to the
before the tip touch the surface of the sample because as mentioned

in the previous

paragraph, the function of the feature Set Point in Digital SPM Controller is to maintain a
is
certain force level between the surface and the tip during the scan. Since the Set Point

prevent
set to 0.09V and we do not wish to push the tip too hard on the surface to
scraping the surface and damaging the tip'

4.1.3 Test Parømeters & Setup-Function Generator & Lock'In'Amplífter

A function generator was used to generate a sinusoidal current at the resonant
frequency of the cantilever, which is

4V,2V,lV, 0.5V

7. WIz. Five different peak-to-peak current levels:

and 0.25V peak-to-peak voltages are sent to the sample circuit in series

with a l.02kohm resistor produced peak-to-peak currents of 4mA, 2mA, lmA, 0'5mA
and 0.25m4.

the
Due to the AC stimulation signal being chosen as test signal to test circuit,

lock-in amplifier was used to lock the phase between the AC input signal from the
function generator and the ouþut signal from the bi-cell photodiode so that the AC

of
stimulation signal will not affect the DC result we wished to obtain. The time constant
most details
the Lock-In Amplifier is set to lOms. We choose the time constant such that

will not be averaged out but as much noise
reference phase degree, we begin

as possible

is eliminated. To obtain the right

with adjusting the reference phase degree by
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until we reach a point where we almost cancel out the ouþut signal. At this particular
phase, the reference signal

is shifted 90 degree out of phase from the input signal. In

order to have the reference signal in phase with the input signal, a shift

of 90 degree in

phase is added to the reference signal.

4.2 Møgnetic Force Microscopy on the Sømple

Circuit

This section exhibits the measurements results conduct by MFM. Topographic
images of the sample circuit and magnetic force distribution images from five different

input voltage levels are presented.

4.2.1 Møgnetic Force Microscopy on the Sømple Circuit

-

Topogrøphic Imøges and Anølysis

The following topographic image Figure [a3J of the sample circuit is the
scanning result from MFM contact mode. MathCAD is used to plot the image

in

3-

Dimemsion. Result images are being plot in 2D grayscale and 3D 32-bits color' The cross

plot
section prof,rle plot is taken on the image and the result from the cross section profrle
is studied and analyzed.
The topographic analysis concluded two points. Firstly, the result image is within

the spatial resolution of the system. From the measurement done on the image, the
average

of transmission line width M1 and M3 is around 8pm and the spacing of

the

NT25
transmission line M3 is 35pm. The measurement results are relatively close to the
result
design rules, which is 6pm for line width and 34pm for line spacing. Secondly, the
4.3
also shows that the sample circuit is not stretched out flat horizontally. From Figure

point of vie\il, upper right corner of the sample is tilted higher. This can be proved by the
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are shown
diagonal, horizontal and vertical cross section profile plot of the images, which

in Figure 4.4. Due to our existing setup, it is very difficult to achieve a perfectly
next
horizontal flat test sample manually. A study is made to frnd the tilted angle on the
is not
section 4.3.2.The result of the study has proven that the effect of the tilted angle
significant.

color change on the base
Figure [4.3] Topographic image of the sample circuit by MFM contact mode' A
tilted.
is
the
sample
the 3D plot, proved
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it
Figure [4.4a] A diagonal cross section profile plot of the Tline. Yellow line shows the location where
taken.

E

?t

where it is
Figure [4.4b] A diagonal cross section profile plot of the surface. Yellow lìne shows the location
taken.

i\-¡-

ó

it is
Figure [4.4c] A vertical cross section profile plot of the Tline.. Yellow line shows the location where
taken.
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4.2.2 Magnetic Force Microscopy on the Sample Circuit- Magnetíc Force Distribution
(4 mA
rr, 2 mA or. I mA rr.0. 5 mA oo, 0. 2 5 mA rr)

The test input current level for these scenarios were 4mA peak-to-peak, 2mA
peak-to-peak,

lmA

peak-to-peak, 0.5m4 peak-to-peak and 0.25m4 peak-to-peak

sinusoidal cunent. Figure [a.sJ, Figure [4.6], Figure [4.7J, Fígure [4.8J and Figure
[4.9J displav the magnetic force distribution images acquired by MFM Non-contact mode

by each different input voltage level. From the quick visual comparison of these MFM
images, we can concluded that the magnetic force strength is weaker as the test input

voltage level or input current is lower. These results from the observation are consistent

with our theoretical discussion in Chapter2.

Figure [4.5] Result image form 4mAno MFM non-contact mode.

Figure [4.6] Result image form 2mAoo
MFM non-contact mode.
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Figure [4.8] Result image form O.5mAoo
MFM non-contact mode.

Figure [4.9] Result image form 0.25mAoo
MFM non-contact mode.

4.3 Møgnetìc Force Microscopy Result Anølysis

All

measurements are performed on the 6pm width, 2pm thickness and 34¡tm

spacing transmission pattern, and the tip is scanning in Y-axis direction as what is shown
in Figure [4.]01below.

Tip scanning
Y-axis direction

Scanning area

0.12mm X 0.l2mm

Figure [4.10] Display of the location on the sample surface where MFM took place.
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4.3.1 Magnetíc Force Microscopy Result Anølysß- Scønníng Heìght of Non-contsct mode

When the tip is scanning on the surface in Contact Mode, the scan¡ing height is
assumed to be zero. But when

MFM is operated in Non-Contact Mode, scanning height is

considered as an important parameter.

As what is mentioned on the next section, 4.3.2, the passivation thickness of
NT25 is 1.7pm. In section 4.1.1, we set the height in the Lift Mode at 1000nm. Since we
deposited the ¡Fe2O3 po,wder on the backside of the tip, the total scanning height must

include the height of the tip, which is defined as 3-5pm and also the thickness of the
cantilever, which is lpm by the cantilever manufacturing specification.

¡+.21

Since we are

not sure about the actual tip height that we used, 4pm is chosen as the tip height in the
range of 3-5¡-rm. As a result, the total scanning height for MFM is around 7.7¡tm. Figure

t4.1Il below

shows how scanning height is defined in our experiment'

Cantileverthickness. lpm

s-FezO¡ powder

Height of the tip. 3-5pm

Lift mode. lpm
NT25 passivation thickness. 1 .7¡rm
Figure [4.

1I

] Display of how the scanning height is defined.
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4.3.2 Magnetic Force MÍcroscopy Result Analysis - Sømple Tìtted Angte DeJinítíon

In order to frnd the sample tilted angle in X and Y direction, the grayscale value
on y-axis and pixels on x-axis needs to be defined in micrometer. The definition begins

with finding the correlation between the grayscale value thickness and the real metal-3
transmission thickness. From Figure [4.4b]

transmission

line is

in section 4.2.I, the thickness of the

59493-grayscale values; the real thickness

of NT25 metal-3

transmission line is defined as 2.125¡tm in the NT25 process specification
supported

[4.3],

which is

by the following transmission line cross-section SEM image Figure [4.]21.

With these two pieces of information, we can convert the y-axis grayscale value into
micrometer. For y-axis, 1 grayscale unit represents 35.72pm. For x-axis, since our X
scanning length is set
1

to t20¡tm

and 256 pixels is used to display each line on the image,

pixel represents 468.75rm.
Passivation2 - Silicon Oxide

-1.175 pm
Passivationl - Silicon Nitride

-0.55pm
NT25 Metal-Three Transmission Iine

Transmission Line Thickness

-2.125¡tm

Figure [4.12] Display of NT25 metal3 and passivation thickness. ¡+.r;
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As a conclusion, the tilted angle of the sample in Y direction as shownin Figure
[a.acJ in section 4.1.1 is 0.08'. The tilted angle of the sample in X direction as shown in

Figure [4.4d] in section 4.1.1 is 0.057'. The tilted angle is considered as not significant.

4.3.j Møgnetic Force Microscopy Result Anølysis - Magnetic Force DeJìnition

In the ideal case, the cantilever is parallel with the sample circuit and the tip

is

always perpendicular to the surface of the sample circuit and the force acting on the
cantilever is the direct result of the interaction between the Z component of the magnetic

field from the sample circuit and the Z component of the magnetic dipole moment from
the magnetic tip. The following equation E 2.21was def,ined in Chapter2.

Í$_'-V(M.B)¡nz.zt1
However, the test system we used is slightly different from the assumptlon we
have made above. Due to the probe station structure, the cantilever is actually tilted about
150 between

Y-axis and Z-axis. As a result, the cantilever reflection force is no longer

solely contributed by the interaction between
components

Z

components of magnetic field and Z

of the magnetic moment but it also involved the interaction of both Y

components. These additional Y components to the equation are derived as follows:

-v(M,8, + M yBy)
-V(U.cos(l 5o)8,+ M .sin(l5')8,)
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F (Deflection)
B,

.[r $ix)

NI,

Figure [4.13] Display of rhe definirion of F in F, , F, and the tip 150 tilted angle.

From Chapter 3 we know that the magnetic moments in the 1-Fe2O3 are f,rxed because the
epoxy fixed the particles in one direction. So we have to consider 15 degree tilted angle
when we define

M, and Mr.

Frcm Figure [4.]3J, F, and F, being defined below:

F, = M cos(I

t')*+

F, = M tot(rso)

þ

+

M

sin(r 5'

u,i'(t

r'

s')*+

)*=

ø[.or(r

)*

ø[.o,(r s'

=
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The total magnetic interaction force (F), is the combination F, and F". But since our

cantilever is tilted

in

15 degree, we

only consider the forces that act on the

cantilever. The total interaction force is as 84.5.

t-

F = M[cos

ít')*+sin(tso) *]."'tt s')*ul"o,(tso

dyl
+.sin(tso *"J,*(tr')
lE 4.sl

Before the Magnetic Force Microscopy result can be analyzed, the correlation
between the ouþut voltage from the Lock-In Amplifier and the interaction magnetic
force that deflects the cantilever must be defined first. We start with defining
system in term of voltage. While Set Poínt is changed from 0V to

LZ of the

0.lV, the difference of

DC offset voltage display on the Top oscilloscope is 7V. The maximum Z travel of this
system is 7pm, and the maximum applied voltage for maximu m

Z travelis 200V. L
Z

^

calculated as follow:
AV¡s"t

Avloc

Z

Y

-rornt¡

-o¡ru,¡'Llmax¡

1Max7

0.tv

7l/ 'Tooonm =0.4^v
nm

lE4.6l

200v

Secondly, we need to define the voltage ouþut from the Lock-In Amplif,rer in
term of tip Z motion. The sensitivity of the Lock-In Amplifier is set to 5mV and 10V is
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the full-scale signal amplification. As a result, the Lock-In Amplifier amplifies the AC
input signal 2000 time and multiplies it with the reference signal and produces an output

signal with frequency components near DC. Therefore

lV

output from the Lock-In

Amplifier represents 0.354mV,., from the scanning system. From E 4.6,7V ouþut from
the Lock-In Amplifier represents 0.884nm,.. of tip Z-travel.

Thirdly, we need to define the voltage ouþut from the Lock-In Amplifier in term

of deflection force on the tip. The effective spring

constant,

hr¡

was def,ined as 0.032

N/m +/-20o/o in Chapter3, Q as 32 and Âz as 0.884nÍr¡¡¡5. The reason Q of the cantilever
is taken into consideration is because in our experiment, the cantilever is oscillating at its
resonant frequency all the time. With all elements in E 4.7 are defined, we find

lV ouþut

from the Lock-In Amplifier represent 0.88 pN*, cantilever force. If we take the range of

spring constant variation into consideration, the range of force variation is from 1.06
pN,,'rrto 0.70 pN"",

o=?*F
On the other hand,

AZ

471

can also be defined theoretically by the following formula,

which was mentioned in Chapter3 section 3.2.

I'=ffiM¡nz'zt.
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But due to the difficulty of obtaining all the required parameters in the formula, for
instance, r¿, which is the radius of the laser beam, we finally decided to define AZ
experimentally.

4.3.4 Magnetic Force Microscopy Result Analysis

-Magnetic Interaction Force Image Anatysis (4mAoo)

In this section we present the analysis work done on 4mAoo test scenario result. We

will begin with analyzing the distribution of the magnetic interaction force,

and then we

define the maximum deflection in term of force and distance. Finally, we examine the
SNR for this test scenario.

The test input voltage for this scenario is 4mA peak-to-peak sinusoidal current.

with

1.02k ohm as resistance current input

is

1.386

mA"o". Figure t4.t4l is

the

magnetic force distribution image acquired from MFM Non-contact mode. In Figure

[4.15J, an outline of the transmission line is superimposed onto the magnetic force
distribution image.

A

horizontal profile of the image with transmission line outline

superimposed is shown in Figure [4.]61.
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4.3.5 Magnetìc Force Microscopy Result Anølysis
-Ma gnetic Interaction Force Ima ge

AnatyälÍ|,î$,tÌ

To verify the magnetic interaction force distribution, we begin with analyzing the

location where the maximum interaction force occurs

by comparing the theoretical

simulation result and the experimental result, and then compare the shape of the curve.
Lastly, some discussion of the discrepancies is present.

From the images above Figure [4.]6J, we notice that the maximum magnetic
interaction forces are located at the edge of the transmission line, where the red circles

are located. To verify this occunence, we have
magnetic field both

to examine the distribution of

in Z-direction and Y-direction, since these magnetic fields

the

are the

main contributors to the magnetic interaction force occurring between the tip and the
surface.

From the Biot-Savart's Law and Ampere's Law theoretical point of view, strong
magnetic field, which is the direct result of current flowing through a transmission line, is
always located at both edges of the transmission line for magnetic f,reld in

Z

direction.

At

the center of the transmission line where the change of the Zmagnetic field polarity takes

place, the

Z magnetic field is always equal to zero, while at the center of the two
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transmission line where the change

magnetic field

is

of the Y magnetic field polarity takes place, the

zero.[4s) MathCAD

transmission line and both

Z and Y

is used to simulate a cross section view of

y

the

direction magnetic field and magnetic interaction

force. They are shown below in Figure t4.I Zl, Figure
t4.I Sl .

4.1CI-5

rsmission L

l--7

2.67.n-5
1.33 .10-5

\f\
a"\

-1.33 .10-5

\_

.\

-2.6',1.n-5

-4.n-s

i\
Y Magnetic Field

Z Magnetic Field

l0

20

30

40

50

60

?0

.0.

't0

Figure [4.17] MathCAD simulation on the Y, Z magnetic fields. Tline (black-solid),
solid), Y magnetic field (blue-dash). unir for y-axis is Tesla for X-axis ìs in pm

Z

magnetic field (red-

The black line in the middle is the cross section view of the transmission line. The
red line is the magnetic field in

Z

direction. It crosses the zero magnetic field line at the

center of the transmission line while reaches its maximum and minimum magnetic
field

at both edges of the

line.

The blue dotted line is the magnetic field in

reaches its maximum and minimum magnetic

y direction.

It

field at the center of the transmission line

and crosses the zero magnetic field line at the middle of both transmission lines.

As what is shown in E 4.5, the magnetic interaction force occurs when
magnetic field from the surface interacts with the magnetic moment
gradient function fransforms the dot-product

the

of the tip. The

of the magnetic field and the

magnetic

moment into a vector which point to the direction which has greatest rate of change.
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Figure [4.18] is the plot of the interaction force in Z and Y directions and the sum of the

two forces. Basically, the MFM result image shown in Figure t4.161 matches

the

MathCAD simulation result, which is the green dotted curve in Figure [4.]8J, showing
strong magnetic interaction force present at the edges of the transmission lines.

I

i.s.ro-t'
5.10-12

r\

2.5.10-12

I

.0

J

1,/,'ì.

t

.'\
=tæ

,

-2.5.10-12

!--5.1¡-u
l0

20

30

40

50

6û

10
'10

.0-

Figure [4.18] MathCAD simulation on the magnetic interaction force location.

Tline (black-solid), Z

magnetic force (red-solid), Y magnetic force (blue-dash) and sum of the two (green-dash) Unit for Y-axis is
N for X-axis is in pm

By comparison between the green dotted line in Figure [4.15] and [4.16J, we can
conclude that the shape of the two curves are very similar while these are also some
minor discrepancies between them which can be explained as follow: The MFM image
in Figure [4.]61, is a plot of the force interaction resulted from a 3-dimensional magnetic
forces interaction.

It is more complicated than what we can represent in Figure [4.]8J,

using MathCAD, because the magnetic interaction force in
assumed to be insignificant

X direction is ignored

and

for simplicity. On the other hand, there are others parasitic

effects, which we do not include in our analysis that might also contribute to this final
result.
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4,3.6 Magnetíc Force Mìcroscopy Result Analysis

-Magnetic Interaction Force Image Analysis (4mAoo)
-Quantify Deflection Force and Distance, SNR

During the MFM scanning, not only the result image which is recorded in.exp file
format, .ínf fúe also recorded some basic parameters of the scanning. In the 4mAoo test

.inf

the largest voltage output from the Lock-In Amplifier is recorded

as

0.8465V. The maximum deflection of the cantilever in term of gray value is recorded

as

scenario

fl,Je,

7748 and the minimum is -2338. From the cantilever deflection force definition in the
previous section 4.3.3, we can conclude that the largest cantilever positive deflection
force in the 4mAoo test scenario is about 0.74pNr., and the largest negative deflection is -

0.22pN,.. at Q=32, hrO.

03

2N/m.

The SNR for this test scenario, where I:1.386mArms, can be defined as follows:

Sl/R =
SNR

=

(nz,)
(tz,o)
o34
0.03

=25

Since there is +L20% variation on the spring constant value, the following
table shows the range of the deflection force according to the range of the variation.

Effective Snrins Constant lN/m)

Peak-to-neak Deflection Force

0.038

1.16

0.032
0.026

0.96
0.79

lnM

Figure [4.19] Display the range ofpeak-to-peak deflection force corresponding to the spring constant
variation.

The following Figure [4.]91 is the MFM result plotted

in

3-dimensional plot

graph by MathCAD to enabling a better visualization for the viewer.
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4.3.7 Magnetic Force Microscopy Result Analys¡'s

- Magnetic Interaction Force Image
Analysis (2mAoo, lmAoo, 0.5mAo* 0.25mAop)

ThissectionpresentstheMFMresults of 2Y peak-to-peak, lVpeak-to-peak,0.5V
peak-to-peak, 0.25V peak-to-peak test scenario. For each test scenario, we present a

figure with the outline of the transmission line superimposed onto the magnetic force
distribution image, a figure with horizontal profile of the transmission line and a

3

dimensional plot.

We perform the same analysis work on these MFM images and find that the
distributions of the magnetic forces are consistent for all test scenarios. Figure
t4.201
presents a table summary of the analysis result on the different test scenarios.
Voltage
Input

(rr)

Current

(mAr r)

Max V
(in .inf)
(t/)

Gray Value (in .inf)

Max I
7748

-2338

40s6
23s9
1636

-1072
-464

0.5

0.693
0.346
0.173

0.2s

0.086

0.1

l8

1000

t.3 86

2

I

Max Deflection Distance

(PNt r)

(nm*')

l4 k,n:O.032Nim.
Min

0.846
0.430
0.237
0.154

4

Max Deflection Force

-201
-401

Positive

I

Nesative

Positive

I

Figure

Nesativé

0.74
0.37
0.20

-0.22

0.748

-0.225

25.0

-0.10
-0.04

0.380

t2.6

0.210

t3

-0.01

0.1 36

0.10

-0.04

0.104

-0.100
-0.041
-0.017
-0.042

0.

No.

SNR
ÂZ,o=0.03nm

4.14
4.22
4.25
4.28

7.0
4.5
3.5

4.31

Estimate

lt..0.1

r,i:fl,$!,

'

0,03

1

Figure [4.21a] A summary of the result form the MFM Non-Contact Mode i.n'age an.alysis work
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Since spring constant of the cantilever also played a very vital role in defining

deflection, the following table shows a summary of peak-to-peak deflection force
corresponding to the variation of the spring constant.

Voløge lnput

(Vr)

Current (mArrns)

Peaktg¡peak
Deflection Force

' (pl*r)

l¿D

k".,:0.026N/m

4

1.386

2

0.693
0.346

0.79
0.46
0.20

0.t73

0.r2

0.086

0.11

1

0.5
0.25

'

p.u¡_16:peak

Peak-to-peak

Deflection Fo¡ce

Deflection Force

(PN*J

(PNr,nr)'

ld lc":0.032N/m.
0.96
0.47
0.24
0.14
0.14

,

@ k"":0.038N/m

1.16

0.57

0.30
0.18
0.17

Figure [4.21b] Display the range ofpeak+o-peak deflection force corresponding to the spring constant
variation.

Unfortunately we did not perform any MFM at input voltage level lower than
0.25vep. In order to estimate the current sensitivity, whe¡e

SNR:I, we add

a trend line to

the SNR Vs Input Current curve in Fígure [4.2]1, and extend the line until it crosses

SNR=I. The correspondence input current at SNR:I is around 2OpA"nr. This current
value is closed to what we calculateinE3.29, which is 17.3114.-,.

Figre 14.221A plot of SNR vs Input Current. Trend line
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SNR:I.
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Chapter 5
Sortware Simulation by MøthCAD

MathCAD is selected as the CAD tool to simulate the magnetic field and the
distribution of the magnetic interaction force as close to the MFM as possible. We start

with modeling the transmission line on a sample circuit area, simulate the

induced

magnetic field as a result of current flow through the line, simulate the magnetization

of

the tilted tip and the magnetic deflection force on the cantilever as the result of
interaction between the two magnetic fields.

Finally, a comparison between the MFM result and the MathCAD simulated
result is performed. Differences from the comparison are analyzed and explanations

as

well as suggestions are presented. A complete soft code is presented at the Appendix of
this thesis.

S.l MathCAD Modeling

In order to

use this mathematic software, we have

with lpm x lpm square

as single

to construct a

data structure

unit to model the transmission line, sample area and all

dimensions that we take into consideration. Vy'e also have

to use some

mathematic

formulas to model the inducted magnetic field distribution, the magnetic moment of the
tip, the gradient operation and the Relative-Interaction-Fo¡ce.

5.1.1 MøthCAD Modeling -Sample Areø and Transmission Line

Due to the limited tesources on the PC and the lengthy simulation time, we decide

to simulate the sample circuit as a transmission line (Tl,ine) lying on a 70pm x 70pm
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square surface

with lpm x lpm

as its

unit square. X-axis began at 0 unit and ended at 70

unit, Y-axis began at -35 unit and ended at 35 unit. The coordinate for each unit square
of the sample area is defined by comman d C

5. I

, inside the Define Coordìnate for Area

subroutine.
Are a :=

C

orA(nBx, nBy, nBz, IniX,

I*y, 1¡2, r.mit)

¡ç

s.

r

ì

The tilted angle of the sample is taken into account; in X direction TittX is 0.06 degree

while in Y direction TiltY is 0.08237 degree. The result is shown in Figure
[5.1J and
Figure [5.3J .The row number of the array represents the total number of segments on the
sample area, while column 0,

:B:
4ùtñl

and 2 represent
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Figure [5. I ] Display of the coordinates of the sample
ofthe area in x, y and z.
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Figure [5.2] Display of the coordinates
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z
r.st{Ê
¡ñ
t.{ llr''-

X
Figure [5.3] Display of the sample surface tilted in the lower right direction

We placed the Tline at the middle of the sample circuit, it was divided into three
segments. Their coordinates are displayed in Figure [5.aJ . The length of the vertical lines

is not mandatory while the separation between the two vertical lines must be 28pm. The

of the transmission line are also defïned by the following command C 5.2

coordinates

inside Define Coordinateþr TLine subroutine:

T

I

:=

C

orTI-(T 1 Xini, T I Xend, T 1 Yini, T I Yend, T I Zini, T 1 Z end, T I step s, unit)

T2 := C orTI{T2Xini, T2Xend, T2Yini, TzY end,T 2Zin,T 22 end,T2 steps, unit)
T3 := C orTI{T3Xini, T3Xend, T3Yini, T3Y enù,T 3Zini,T3Z end, T3 step s, unit)

T := stacKTl

,Tz,Ti)

tc

5.21

Fígure [5.2J shows the array of the transmission line with 128 segments inrow
and X,

Y and Z coordinates in corresponding column.
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Coordinates at the end

Coordinates at the beginning

X(unit)

Y(unit)

14

50

-14

50

t4

50

+14

50

+14

0

+14

UniFlpm

X(unit)

Transmission Line Segment I

0

Transmission Line Segment 2
Transmission Line Segment

3

Y(uniÐ

Segment 3 of the
Transmission Line

L:50unit
Segment I of the
Transmission Line

Segment 2 of the

L:50unit

Transmission Line

L:28unit

Figure [5.4] Display of the coordinates of the three transmission line segments.

Then the unit vector

,

û=

fi,

*

the transmission line is def,rned in the current flow

direction by this command C 5.3, inside the Defining Unit Vector of TLine subroutine.

TIÃI := Unrt_V_TL(T, Smseg[)

¡c,

s.rl

Figure [5.5J is the unit vector anay displayed in table format. The row of the table
represent the segment of the transmission line that started from 0

to 128; columns 0,1,2

of the table represent the coordinates x, y and z.
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According to Biot-SavartLaw, the magnetic field at a given point on the sample
area is the sum of the magnetic field contribution from all transmission line segments to

the

point.

Since we have already defined the coordinates

for each segment of

the

hansmission

tt

ffi
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Figure [5.5]
TUV displays the unit vector of the Tline.

Figure [5.6]

AUV displays the unit vector from

each

Tline

segment to each sample area segment

line and sample area, the unit vector from each line segment to all segments of the sample
area and the corresponding distance can be obtained by this command C5.4.7.7¡tm as the
sample height is taken into account when distance between sample and

tip is calculated.

41fl/.= Unit_V_TL_Fp(T,Area).-.
'
'IC s.41.
Figure [5.6J shows the nested array in table format. The row number, 0 to 4899,
represents the total number

of sample segments in the sample area. Each row consists of

another array with row number from 0
segments; column 0, 1 and

Chapter

to

127, which is the number

of transmission line

2 contain X, Y and Z components of the unit vector from each
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segment of the line to a segment of the sample area. Column 3 consists of the square

of

the distance from each segment of the line to a segment of the sample.

5.1.2 MathCAD Modeling -Magnetíc Fíeld

According to Biot-Savart Law, the magnetic f,reld on a given point on the sample

follow:

area is as

Idi
dB= ¡to

4r

xit

12

lE2.2l

where p6is the permeability of free space, which is equal
current that apply to the transmission line.

Tline to

a segment of the sample area.

the current

to

4nx10-? \rybl4.m. 1is the

r¡ is the unit vector points from a segment of

dl is the unit segment of the line in direction of

flow and r is the distance from the line segment to the sample area segment.

We start with calculating the cross product of

rt

and

dI.

The following is the

equation for vector cross product E 5.1, subroutine CPofUV¡cs.s1 is used to calculate the
result. Subscript of any arÍay, A*,r, means rotv

"x"

and column

- i(rl ,dl, - rl,dl ,) - j(rl,dl, - rl,dl,)

rl x dl

CPofuV:=

"y" of aÍtay " A" .

+ k(rl,dl y - rl ydl,) te s. rl

for ie0..SumSegA-l
for je0..SumSegTL- I
..j,0 * ruvj,l f AUvii,,, - ruvj,z (AUVil¡,r

ttj,, *
"'

j,r*

Table,

+

ltuuj,o

iouvri¡,2 ruvj,2 iAuvti,,o1nt,

TUVj,o'iAUr,i¡,, -

tuuj,r

iAUVil¡,0

CP

Table
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Èr

ür13J

Figure [5.7] CPofuV display the cross product berween r¡ and dl.

Subroutine CPo/UV¡c 5.5t created a nested array with 4900 rows represent each
segment of the sample area, as shown in Figure

with
and

128 rows representing each segment

tS.7l.ln

each row, there is another array

of the Tl,ine. Column 0, 1 and 2 represent i, j

k directions from the cross-product of Tline unit vector and Tline to sample unit

vector.

The following subroutine is used to calculate the magnetic field induced by the

Tline over the sample

area. B¡,s B¡,¡ and B¡,2 is for magnetic field in X,
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EField:=

for i e 0.. SumSegA - I
Ei,o

Bi,l

*
*

SumSegTL-l

I
j=0

p¡'l

.,]

a.n.IAUV-i m'
^'i

'3

SumSegTL-1

uo.I
____fr.ICpoflJV,j
.F.m
E
j'l
''
j=0 + n.ieuvrj mr

,,

SumSegTL-1

B.^<Y
t,¿
/t

j=0

itto*uti,,,

*

*
lc

.F.rn
lcronlv,)
'
j'0

"

s.6l

is the X component of the cross-product located at specific row and

.1

column.

.m'
iAuv,i
' " j,3

is the square of the distance between a segment on the

Tline

and a

SumSegTL-l

given point on the sample

area.

Er
0

j

=

adds up all the magnetic field contribute to a

segment of the sample area and assigns the ¡esult to a designated address in

After C J. ó has finished its execution, the magnetic field for X,Y

and,

Bfield array.

Z direction is then

divided into BFieldX, BfieldY and BfieldZ.

Figure 5.8, Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 below are the plot of X, Y and Zmagnetic
fields induced by Tline with a 4Yoo sine wave as an input voltage.
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.+1od

{0

Figure [5.8] Displays of the Z-magnetic field. Maximum magnetic strength in Z direction is around 1.626e5 T. The minimum magnetic strength in Z direction is around -4.505e-5 T.

*Io-5

20

2.10'{
0

.?.10'l
-4.

Figure [5.9] Displays of the Y-magnetic field. The maximum magnetic strength in Z direction is around
4.617e-5 T. The minimum magnetic strength in Z direction is around -4.655e-5 T.
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.2.
-3.

.4.10-{

Figure [5.10] Displays of the X-magnetic field. The maximum magnetic strength in Z direction is around 9.173e-8 T. The minimum magnetic strength in Z direction is around -4.514e-5 T.

5.1.3 MøthCAD Modeling -Magnetíc Moment of the Tip

As what has been discussed in Chapter3, the magnetic field sensitive tip we used

in the experiment is obtained by deposition of some y:Fe2O3 powder on the backside of
the tip and magnetizes the
magnetic moment of the

tip with

a permanent magnet. For simplicity, we assumed all

tip is aligned in Z-direction with 5e-13 Am2 magnetic strength

after the magnetization. Since the tip is tilted l5o in
magnetic moment as 5e-13 Am2

moment as 5e-13 Am2

1.4

and

Z

axis, we define the Z-

* cos(15') in subroutine (MomentQlc 5.71 , Y-magnetic

* sin(15") in subroutine (MomentÐtc

magnetic moment, since the tilted angle between X and

5.

Y

Z

s.rt. There

is almost no X-

axis is 0.06 degree.

MøthCAD Modeling-Gradíent
The magnetic force resulted from the interaction between the magnetic moment on

the tip and magnetic field induced by the

Tline is defined

as the gradient

of the scalar-

product of the two magnetic sources as shown in the following equation.
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_* -

t--

\

-Vy,U,+MyBy)
-Vlú.cos(l s\É, +ú .sin(ls.)ã,)
we then decompose the force into two components,

F4.ll

F" and Fr. Each component

can be defined as follows:
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ln order to perform gradient function on a scalar in MathCAD, we must first
define how we want to perform ð.

vE=(+
'ô;r ,**¡**t>LEs.2l
òy"

ðz

The purpose of the gradient function is to fînd the direction of the greatest rate of change

of a scalar out of a field, as 85.2. To obtain â of the simulated data in the DiscreteApproach, we have to find the different between the two data points in the same direction
that we are interested

in and divide it by the unit direction. The result is then the

slope

with direction of the two data points. Unfortunately, due to too small the sampling size of
the simulation data, we are not able to obtained a smooth result by using this approach.
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On the other hand, to obtain â of the simulated datain Continues-Approach, we
choose a series

of data points along the direction that we want to perform

ð on, used

curve-fitting function to obtain an equation out of the series data. Then we perform
derivative function on the equation with respect

to the desire direction. From

the

derivative result we can find the â of each data point and a smoother image. The
following figures show the result of the two approached.. Figure [5.12J shows the result
yielded by the Discrete-Approach and Figure t5.111 shows the result yielded by the
Continues-Approach. Due to Discrete-Approach is more sensitive to the slope of the

curve;

it

yielded high peak value, which is almost double to the peck value on the

Continues-Approach and steeper slope.

Figure [5.] l]Displays of the

A4 in Continuesðz

Approach.

5. 1.

5

Figure [5.12] Displays of the

ð4

in

ðz

Discrete- Approach.

MathCAD Modeling -Gradient-ðy

In our application, we chose 5

simulated data points

for each curve-fitting

operation. The degree of polynomial equation for curve-fitting is set to 4. For BFieldy

/

ðy, we divide the BFieldY into an array with 980 columns and 5 rows by the following
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n

command C 5.7, where nD is the number of data for each derivative that
is defined at the

beginning of the program as 5. Figure [5.13J shows the new array. We can
also perform
the same function to X-magnetic field, Dyx, and to z-magnetic field, Dyz.
Dyy:=

n+--l
for ie O..r¡Bx- I
for je0..nBy-l

ln+-n+l

if

lo*oo{j,*),o

mod(j,nD)=0
<-

EFieldY,,,

+st

tc s.el
Figure [5.13] Displays of the rearrange data from

BFieldY.

we then extract column by column from the anay Dyy by this command line.
x

+- subtnakix(*,o,nD

- l,i,ì,.
r.,0,,

For each column we extract, we perform polynomial regression on these data by
this
command line C 5.9,
z

+

retress(y,x,Poly)

[c s.r r].

We then perform the polynomial fitting function and Y-derivative with

lpm

as its step

size on the curve with function C 5.10.

#Fk,i * Lirrt*rp(z,x,y,n)
Lc

Then we assign the ¡esult to the

dcFy

s.tzt,

anay which has the same data format as
þy.The

following displays the whole dCFy subroutine.
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dCFy(df,p)

fot me 0..r¡D 1¡
'm +m

:=

1

for ie0..nDAxisY-1
x

+ submûkixlÅ,0,* - I.i.l
\tesla
)

z +- regress(y,x,Poþ)

k+-0
for ne0,¡m..nD-l

*tu,,
|

-

Linr.rp(",x,y,n)

l**n*,
dcF

F

lc s.l 3l

Finally, we reconstruct the data back into

a

70 x 70 anay. The following shows

the subroutine.
Rgroupy(df) :=

A+-0
B<-0
ttEY..

fot i e o.'r¡D nDAxisy for 'nD
ie 0..

Ær

-

nBY
r¡D

t

otherwise

E+-A if i=0
B

+- augmen(B,A)

otherwise

kg

2.
msA

lc s.l4l

Figure [5.14] displays the original Y-magnetic freld, Figure [5.15J displays the
Y- derivative of Y-magnetic field.
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t

Figure [5.14] Displays of the Y-magnetic field.

Figure [5.15] Displays of the Y-derivative

of

Figure [5.14]

Subroutines have also been written for X-magnetic field. But due to the insignificant
values of X-magnetic moment, we disable the subroutines in MathCAD in order to save

time and memory resources.

5.

1.6 MathCAD Modeling -Gradient-ðz

on our MFM setup, the tip is set 1pm away from the sample surface before
performing non-contact scanning. But from what we have discussed in section 4.3.1 the
actual scanning height is 7.7 pm.
For BFieldZ

/ðz,we decide to take a different approach than BFieldy / ðy. First,

we simulate the test with similar test conditions but in different

l'7 ¡tm,3'7 ¡tm,5.7 ¡tm,7.7 ¡tmand9.7 pm. Results from

tþ to sample distance,

these simulations were stored

on the disk, and a subroutine, Read Dala, is used to retrieve these data. For each segment

of the sample area, we import its Z-magnetic field at its different scanning heights and
store them in an array on the same column but different row, as in Figure
[5.16J . The

following is the subroutine we used to achieve this result.
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Figure [5.16] Displays of the rearange data from

BFieldZ.

The following subroutine is for polynomial curve fitting operation of the data which is
similar to BFieldY / äy. The only difference on this subroutine is the step size of the Zderivative. For Y-derivative the step size is set to lpm because each sample area segment

is defined as lpm square. For Z-derivative the step size is set to 2pm because it is the
closest possible multiple

of

7.7¡tm with the initial height as 1.7pm. C 5.14 is the

subroutine we used to achieve this. As a result, we have created an arlay with 5 rows and
4900 columns and each row contains data from different scanning heights, from 1.7pm to
9 .7

¡tm as what is shown in Fígure [5. 17] . Our interest is on row number 3, which HighZ

is 7.7pm.
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Figure [5,l7] Displays of the Z derivative of Z-magnetic field. Row 0 is from HighZ 1.7¡tm and row 4 is

fromHigItZ9.T¡tm
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Finally, the reconstruction of the array is much simpler, since all desire data is laying on
the same row. The subroutine of this function

Rgroup{df,z)

:=

c

5.

I 5 is shown as follows.

k+0
for je0..nEy- I
for ie0..r¡Bx- I
le. . +- dr

I I,l
lk<- k+

z,ß

I

1

^kg
2
m.s .A

lcs.rTl

Figure [5-]81 displays the original Z-magnetic field. Figure
t5.lgl displays the Zderivative of Z-magnetic field. Figure 15.201shows the horizontal cross section at
1æ35
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Figure [5.18]Displays of the Z-magnetic field.

Figure [5.19] Displays of the Z-derivative
Figure [5.18]

of

of the z-magnetic field for each different scanning height, 1.7¡tm,3.7¡tm,5.7¡tm,7.7¡tm
and 9.7pm.

. t .lt-l
"ú.Bll';Jil'f"
h.141,i5.1g-l

t.",
hic:r.i

0

EJEJ,i

lF-]"" tot
.- 9.?45rtA-l.r.rO+
LI

$.

.ú

9.

Figure [5.20] Shows the cross section of z-magnetic field for different scanning height. The
arrow shows
the direction that the Z denvative take place.

5.1.7 MøthCAD Modeling -Møgnetic Interactíon Force, Fy ønd F,

At the beginning of this section, we have defined Fy
F,

=û cosUt')*
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as

)!fu

follows:

o.tl
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The first item of the equation can be obtained by taking the magnetic moment of the tip

in Z direction (MomentQ ¡cs.tl and multiplyrng by the Z magnetic field in derivative of Y
Rgroupy(dCFy(Dyz,l)) [c 5.rs] , it is a combination of functions C 5.9, C 5.13 and C 5.14.
The second item of the equation E 4.3 can be obtained by multiplying the magnetic
moment of the tip in Y direction (MomentY) tc s.a1 by the Y magnetic field in derivative

Y Rgroupy(dCFy(Dyy,1))

¡c s.91,

of

it is a combination of functions C 5.9, C 5.13 and C

5.14. Figure [5.2(J belowdisplaysaplotforFrwhichisthesumofFigure

t5.22] asthe

first component of the F, and Figure [5.23] as the second component of the Fr. The unít
for the plots is in Tesla.

Figure [5.21] Displays of the plot of equation E4.3, which is a Y-magnetic interaction force. It is sum
Figure [5.22] and Figure [5.23]

of

t.

-t.¡¡
-t\

Figure15.22l Displays of the plot of the first items in

84.3

ì¡

Figure [5.23] Displays of the plot of the second
items in E4.3
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F" is also defined as follow and Figure [5.24] is the result plot.

F,

=M cos(tt')++Msin(rso

)þfu

o.ol.

To obtain the first component of the F, in equation 84.4, we multiplying

the

magnetic moment of the tip in Z direction (MomentQ ¡cs.r1 by the Z magnetic field in
derivative of Z, Rgroupz(dCFz@zz,0.a),8)

rcs.zo1

,

it is a combination of fi.¡nctions C 5.15,

C 5.16 and C 5.l7.The second item of the equation E 4.4 canbe obtained by multiplying
the magnetic moment of the tip in Y direction (MomentY) tc s.a1 by the Y magnetic field in

derivative of Z Rgroupz(dCFz(D2y,0.4),8) [c 5,2r] , it is a combination of functions C 5.i'5,
C

5.

1

6 and C 5. I

7

. Theunit for the following plots is in Tesla.

Figure [5.24] Displays of the plot of equation E4.4, which is aZ-magnetic interaction force. It is sum
Figure [5.25] and Figure [5.26]

Figure [5.25] Displays of the plot of the first items in E4.4
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Figure [5.26] Displays of the plot of
the second items in E4.4
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For total magnetic interaction force, it is defined as follow:

F = cos(15 o)r, *sin(tso )n,;w

+.21,

Figure [5.2U below shows the simulated result image of Fby subroutine

c

s.22.

F:= Fz.cos(Tilt) + Fy sin(Tilt).rc522j

+

laT

Figure [5.27] Display of the total interaction force between the tip and the surface. It is the sum of Figure
[5.21] and Figure [5.24].

5.2 Scønning

Effect

As what has been discussed in section 2.2.11and 3.3.1, the result obtained by the

MFM is no longer the direct interaction force between the tip and surface but is

the

Relative-Interaction-Force between the two due to the effect of our scanning technology.
To model this using MathCAD, we need to know the initial location of the tip before the
scanning starts. As what is written in section
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4.Ll,X

and

Y offset of the scanning is set
88

to 30pm. After having done some correlation analysis on the MFM image result and the
MathCAD simulation result, the closest approximation of the tip initial location is
and

X:l0

Y:0. The magnetic force of this point is then becoming the reference zero for the

total force. The C 5.23 subroutine is used to obtain Figure [5.28J, which shows the
Relative-Inte¡action-Force between the tip and surface and Figure
t5.2gl displays the
comparison between the interaction force and the Relative-Interactive-Force at cross
section

y:35.4s we can observe form

the Figure [5.29J, there is no major difference

between the two plot, since the magnetic filed at the initial tip location, where

Y:0

X:10

and

is very close to zero.
.df':*

fçr icLl .f,Air-

I

k-teo,nFï-l

l*',

lrl

r.l

*F¡,¡r - Fr.¡-l ifgenBy-t

-
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-

Fr,

ro

çltçnuwe
[c

5.23]

Figure [5.28] Display of the total Relative-Interaction-Force.
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Figure [5.29] Display of the comparison between the total interaction force (in dotted blue) and the relative
interaction force (in red).

5.3 Simulation Result ønd

MFM Result Compøríson

In this section, a comparison between MFM result and MathCAD simulated result
is presented. Some suggestions and explanations are also presented on these differences.

Figure [5.30] below displays the image result and some important parameters of MFM
and MathCAD obtained in 4Vootest scenario in two parallel columns side by side.

After we compared the two images result, we observed two major discrepancies
existed. Firstly, the shape of the two surface plots does not
area

fully coincide, especially the

at the right hand side of the image and the area in between the two parallel

transmission lines. These two areas are shown in the blue circle area on Figure [5.31J.
Secondly, the magnitude of the interaction force between the magnetic moment on the tip

and the magnetic field on the surface of MFM result is about 7 times lower then the
simulation.
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Maenetic Force'Microscorly

MathCAD Simulation
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Figure [5.30] Display of the comparison of result image and parameters between MFM and MathCAD
simulation result.
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Figure [5.3 l] Highlight the two differences from waveform comparison.
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The main suspect reason for having these differences on the image is the
distribution of the magnetic moment on the backside of the tip. For simplicity reason, we
model the magnetic moment on the tip as a single moment, but on reality the magnetic
moment on the tip is combination of multiple magnetic moment in multiple direction.
Fígure [5'32J display the differences between the modeling we chose and the reality.

JÆ

Single magnet¡c moment

Multiple magnetic moments

Figure [5.32] Display the different between the modeling (single magnetic moment) we chose and the
reality (multiple magnetic moment).

To verify this argument, we simulated the force as the interaction between

a

distribution of multiple magnetic moments in single direction and the magnetic fields on
the surface. From Figure [5.33J, we estimated the multiple magnetic moment area as a
lOpm

x

1O¡rm square.

Figure [5.33] Display size of rhe T-Fe2o3 deposition on the backside of rhe tip.
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We scanned the square over the image with increment of 1pm. V/e take
average interaction force

the

within the square and assigned it to the center of the square,

as

shown in Figure [5.34J.

Figure [5.34] Display how we model the interaction force between multiple magnetic moment and
magnetic field.

The results from the simulation with 6¡rm x 6pm-square, 10¡rm

x

lOpm-square,

20pm x 2Opm-square with the comparison of the MFM result are displayed in Figure

[5.35]. From the comparison, we concluded that the simulation with l0pm

x

10pm-

square yielded image result that is very closed to MFM result image.
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Figure [5.35] Display the comparison
different square sizes.
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Secondly, we also suspect the tilted angle of the tip which is mainly caused by
human error when we manually assembled the tip on the cantilever. We cut the cantilever

out from the carrier manually and attached the cantilever on a piece of PCB by glue.
Unlike the tilted angle of the sample that can be detected and measured by the cross
section prof,rle plot of the MFM image, the tilted angle of the tip is very difficult to define

and study. The unevenness of the PCB surface, glue thickness and misalignment of the
cantilever and the PCB can create a very complicated 3-dimentional tilted angle. Figure

[5.36] displays the possibiliry of the rip-tilted angle.

PCB-cantilever holder

Glue-To stick Cantilever on PCB
Subshate -cantilever holder

Tilted in Z direction

Tilted in X-Y direction

Figure [5.36] Display of the possibility of the tip tilred angle.

on the other hand, it was also not an easy job to deposit the y-Fe2o3 powder
evenly on the backside of the tip. From the picture in Figure
[5.33J, which was taken on

the tip, the possibility of having the powder not concentrated at the middle of the
cantilever is high. This might also create a 3-dimentional tilted angle of the magnetic
moment on the tip.
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In order to validate this argument, we

used MathCAD

scenario. After many trials with different tilted angles in

to simulate the tilted tip

x, y and z, we find the closest

possibility is to assume the Z-magnetic moment on the tip titled

-2

degree in the Y

direction. As we compare the Fígure [5.39] and Figure [5.40J, we can conclude that our
assumption is quite close to reality.

Figure t5.371below displays the

magnitu de

of

the Z-

magnetic moment over the scanning surface and Figure [5.38] displays the surface plot

of the Relative-Interaction-Force result from Figure [5.35JQopn x

lo¡rm-square¡.

Figure

t5.391 displays the cross section profile plot of the Figure [5.38]. Fígure [5.40] displays
the cross section profile plot of the MFM result.

Figure [5.37] Displays of theZ-magnetic moment
of a tilted tip.

Figure [5.38] Displays of the surface plot of the
Relative- Interaction-Force.

t.ß-ri

s¡fl¡
Flu,r
t,

-'

"r rd¡x

Figure [5.39] Displays of the cross section profile plot of the interaction force.
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Figure [5.40] Displays of the cross section profile plot of the MFM 4mAoo test scenario.

From the comparison, we also observed that the magnitude of interaction force
exhacted by MFM is quite low. One of the others causes that result in this weak reception

of the reflected laser beam by the bi-cell photodiode might be the tip we use in

this

experiment. As we mentioned before, we deposited y:Fe2O3 substance with an adhesive

agent on the backside

of the tip in order to have the tip sensitive to the magnetic

interaction. The backside of a plain cantilever as manufactured is always flat and coated

with

a

thin gold flrlm so that we can have good light reflection on it.

Due to the deposition of the magnetic substance, the surface is no longer flat;
unevenness and bump are created on the backside

of the tip. Therefore the reflection

efficiency of the laser beam on the cantilever decrease dramatically; only partial of the
reflecting laser beam is directed to the bi-cell photodiode, while most of it are diverted to
other directions, as what is shown in Figure [5.41]

.

The best sum of the reflected laser beam received by photodiode in term of
voltage that we can obtained fo¡ this experiment is recorded as around 30-40mV, which
is about twice lower than the normal sehrp.
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Bi-cell photodiode

Figure [5.41] Illustration of how the deposition effected the laser reflection on the photodiode.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Challenges

6.1 Conclusion

The ability to extracted current profile over a loop transmission line on a silicon
substrate was demonstrated by implementing Magnetic Force Microscopy on the sample

circuit. The interaction force between the magnetic dipole on the tip and the magnetic
freld induced by the current flow on the transmission line is enhanced by AC signal
stimulation and is captured by laser beam bound system, with theoretical analysis and
interpretations, current attributes on the transmission line can be obtained.

This is intended to provide useful information for failure analysis on IDDQ failed
devices. Five different peck-to-peck current level signals are being used as test scenarios.

A simulation program is written to verify the topographic and magnetic interaction force
results obtained from the MFM scanning and to study the weaknesses of the MFM

physical setup as well as the possibilities of future improvements.
The current sensitivity of the MFM instruments was theoretically derived and then
compared with the MFM results we obtained. By experiment, current sensitivity was
found to be 86¡rAr., where sNR:3.5. To reach

sNR:l,

current sensitivity was found to

be

20p4,... This value is close to l7.3pAn"r, which was derived theoretically.

6.2

Future Chøllenges
Few major reasons that bring discrepancies between the MFM result and the

MathCAD simulated result are the tilted angle of the sample and the tip, weak reception
of reflected laser beam on the bi-cell photodiode from the cantileve¡. Using a step control
Chapter
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motor to load the sample circuit will yield a relatively flat sample surface for scanning.
Using high magnetic moment silicon probe which is available on the existing market will
bring good laser beam reflection from the cantilever due to the flat gold coated surface on
the backside, this can improve the current sensitivity of the system. Using magnetic probe
fabricated by manufacturer

will

also provide us more accurate and confident information

on the magnetic moment of the tip.

To have more accurate current sensitivity and SNR of the system, more
scenarios are needed to cover the possibilities. To prove our

test

MFM system is useful for

multilevel metal-interconnection IC design, designing a sample circuit with at least two

levels

of

applied

metal-interconnection, performing

to different

metal-interconnection

demonstrate the capability

of our MFM

is

MFM with different current

amplitude

needed. With this experiment, we can

system

to locate the current flow and to

differentiate magnetic field induced by different metal layer.
In MathCAD simulation program, due to our current limited resources, we cannot
have the sample area perfectly match between the simulation model and the practical. PC

with higher performance capability will allow us to have simulation result faster and
closer to reality.

Transmission line modeling using MathCAD software was simplified fo¡ faster
computation yield. With more parameters of the transmission line taken into account
while performing modeling, more precise information we can extract from MFM in term
of rnagnetic field distribution.
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Constant Definition

-l

Current Direction

Mdir:= I

Magnetic Moment

Idir :=

0.707
4._
I:= 2

A.Idir

Di

rection

lnput current( with 4 Vp-p RMS, 1.02K Resistance, Current direction)

1.02.103

¡ro := 4'n.lQ-

7

Jl

Permeability of free space

A2

¡r := l0-

6

moment := 5.

to-

l3.A.mz.Mdir

TiltX:=

0.06.deg

TiltY:=

0.08237.deg

Magnetic Moment of the Tip (with Moment direction)
Tilted angle of the sample

Tilt:= l5deg + TiltY

Tilted Angle of the Cantilever + Tilted angle of sample in y direction

HZx:=

0

Highest coordinate along X when sampte tilts is taken into account.

HZy:=

69

Highest coordinate along Y when sample tifls is taken into account.

Sample Gircuit Geometry Definition
(with respect to scanning direction y)
(Y zero is defined at the middle of the geometr¡r)
( X and Z are defined in positive axis)

unit:=

l.!r.m

Base Unit Dimension

Boundary
Boundx:=

-

70.p.m

Boundx
unit

IniX :=

O'p'm

Boundy:=

_

70.p.m

X,

y boundaryof thesample

Boundv

unit
toTnot'-,
Iniy :=
2

Number of basic for each column and row
rnitiar coordinate for X and y.

HigïtZ:= 5.7.p.m
Distance between the sample and the tip. (From 1.7¡rm to g.z,u.n)

nBz:=

0

lniZ:=

Hig¡Z

lnitial Coordinate for Z

Number of Samples Taken in Ðerivation (For Curve Fitting)

nD:=5
Number of Derivation Along The Axis (For Curve Fitting)
nDAxisX :=

nDAxisy

ßx.nBv
nD

*t.nB*
'=

nD

nDAxisZ:= nBy.nBx

Enter degree of polynomial to fit: (For Curve Fitting)
Poly := 4

Subroutine for defining Goordinate to each Sampling unit on the sample surface.
SumSegA:=

x+-l if nBx=0
x <- nBx otherwise

Calculate the total number of sampling unit in X, y and Z dimension.

Y<-l if nBy=g
y <- nBy otherwise

z+-l if

nBz=0

z <- nBz otherwise
return A <- x.y.z

c<-0
Assign coordinate to each sampling unit on the sample surface

for k e 0 .. z

forje0..y-l
for ie 0..x- I
A",0einix+(i'unit)

A",leiniy+(j.unit)

4",2*

[[iniz + (k.unit)] + ran(Tilrx).i.unirl + tan(Tilty).j.unir

if

HZx= 0 ¡HZy =

0

A",z+ [iniz+ (k'unit) - ran(Tilrx).i.unit] +ran(Tilry).j.unit if HZx=nBx- | nHZy=g
4",2€ [iniz+ (k.unit)+ tan(Tiltx).i.unit] - tan(Tilty).j.unit if HZx=0 ¡HZy =nBy_ I
4",2ê[iniz+(k'unit)-tan(Tilrx).i.unit]-tan(Tilty).j.unitifHZx=nBx-lnHZy=nBy-l

c+-c+

Area := CorA(nBx, nBy, nBz, IniX, Iniy, IniZ, unit)

I

Executing the coordinate assigning subroutine

subroutine for defining coordinate to each sampling unit
on the Transmission Line
Step(Xini, Xend, Yini, yend, Zini, Zend, unit) :=

Lx <- Xend

- Xini
- Yini
Lz <- Zend - Zini
Ly <- Yend

Define the number of steps needed for each rLine
section in term of basic unit

(Lx)2 + (Ly)2 + (Lz)2
steP

<-

L

-unit

return step

The TLine is divided into three straight line section

Section

I

TlXini:= 0.p.m

lnitial X coordinate in section I

TlYini:= -14.¡r.m
TlZini:= 0.p.m

lnitial Y coordinate in section

I

lnitial Z coordinate in section

I

TlXend:= 50.p.m

End X coordinate in section

TlYend:= -l4.p.m
TlZend:= 0.p.m

End Y coordinate in section

I
I

End Z coordinate in section

I

nTlX:=- lrtxena

-

TrXinil

Number of steps in x direction section

r

in term of basic unit

TlYinil

Number of steps in y direction section

I

in term of basic unit

TlZinil

Number of steps in Z direction section

I

in term of basic unit

unit

nTlY := lTlYend

-

unit

nTlz:= lTlZend unit

Tlsteps := step(TlXini,TlXend,TlYini,TlYend,TlZini,TlZend,unit)

Executing the steps calculation subroutine

Section 2
T2Xini := 50.p.m

T2Yini:= -l4.p.m
T2Zini:= 0.p.m
T2Xend:= 50.p.m
T2Yend:= l4.p.m
T2Zend:= 0.p.m

nT2X:=

(lrzxena

- r2xinil)

unit

nT2Y:= lT2Yend - T2Yinil
unit

nT2Z::

(lrzzena

-

T2zínil)

unit
T2steps

:= Step(T2Xini , T2Xend, T2yini , T2yend

,

T

2Zini,T2Zend,unit)

Section 3
T3Xini:= 50.p.m

T3Yini:= 14.p.m
T3Zini:= 0.p.m
T3Xend:= 0.p.m
T3Yend:= l4,p.m

nT3X:=

(lr:xeno - T3xinil)
unit

T3Zend:= 0.p.m

nT3Y:=

(lr:veno

-

T3yinil)

unit

nT3Z:=

(lrrzeno

- r3zinil)

unit

T3steps := Step(T3Xini,T3Xend, T3yini,T3yend,T3Zini, T3Zend,
unit)

Define the Coordinate of the Transmission Line

SumSegTL

= nTlX+nTlY +nTlZ+nT2X+nT2Y +nT2Z+nT3X+nT3Y

SumSegTL

=

+rff32

NumberOf Totalsampling un¡tsforTransmissionLine

128

CorTL(Xini, Xend, Yini, Yen d,Zini ,Zend ,Tsteps, unit) :=

ie

1..(Tsteps)

TLi-l,o <- Xini * i.unit
TLi-,

,0

TLi_,
,

O

<- Xini

-

unit

-

(i.unit) +

Xend

-

Xini +

llll! if Xend -

0

Xini < 0

<- Xini otherwise

TLi-,, I <- Yini + (i.unit¡
TLi-1,

if

Assign coord¡nate to each sampling unit on TLine
Point is taken at the center of the segment

r <- Yini

uil!

if

Yend

-

Yini > 0

if

Yend

-

Yini < 0

- I1! if Zend -

Zini > 0

-

- (i unit) a ll!

TLi_1,, +- Yini otherwise

TLi-,,, <- Zini+

(i.unit)

TL¡-t,r<- Zini- (i.unig ¡ III! if

Zend

-

Zini < 0

TLi_l,Z <- Zini otherwise

T

I := CorTL(Tl Xini, TlXend, TlYini, Tlyend, T lZini, TlZend, Tl steps, unit)

T2 := CorTL (T2Xini, T2Xend, T2yini, T2y end,TZZini,T2Zend, T2steps, unit)

Executing the coordinate assigning subroutine

T3 := CorTL(T3Xini,T3Xend,T3Yini,T3yend,T3Zini,T3Zend,T3steps,unit)

T:= stack(Tl ,T2,T3)

Combine the coordinate for each TLine section ¡nto an array

Subroutine for defining Gurrent Unit Vector for each Sampling unit on
the Transmission Line
Define current unit vector(X, y, Z) of each sampling unit of the Transmission
Line

lor ie 0..SumSeg-

Unit_V_TL(CorTL, SumSeg) :=

I

j<-l ifi=0
j <- i otherwise
UVi,O * 0 if CorTL.,O _ CorTL;_¡,6
l-lV - a
r,0

l-0

uVi, r

0

Unit Vector in X

l-Jlcorrr-,0

UVi,

=

if

- .or.rj_,,

CorTL.,

otherwise

o)t

l_Co.TL¡_t,1=0
CorTL,,t

*

-

Unit Vector in Y

CotTL¡_t,t
otherwise

corrr-¡_r,o)'. (.",ti
Jlco'rr- UVi,z * 0 if CorTL.,, - CorTLr_,,2 = 0
,0

uvi,z

*
(corTl.,

o

-

corTl-¡-

*
r, o)2 (corrI-,, - corrl._

UV

TUV := Unit_V_TL(T, SumSegTL)

Unit Vector in Z

Executing the Unit Vector subroutine

otherwise

*
r, r)2 (c*TLú

_ corrl-¡_1,2)2

subroutine for defining unit vector from each sampling unit on the transmission
Line to each sampling unit on
the sample surface.
Define unitvector Between the Transmission Line and the Area
Unit_V_TL_Fp(CorTL, CorArea) :=

for ie0..SumSegAfor

je

I

0..SumSegTL-

,uj,o

I

- 0 if CorArea.,o - CorTLr,o = 0
corArea',o

uv. ^ <J,t)

UVj,,

-

Unit Vector in X

corTl¡,6

.

otherwise

- 0 if

CorArea,,

-

CorTLr,, =

0

CorArea.,, _

rT\/

i, i

CorTL.,l

UnitVectoriny
otherwrse

J
Uuj,, - 0 if Co¡Area.,r- CorTLr,r=

UVi.z'
J,¿
J''

0

CorArea.,2

-

Unit Vector in Z

CorTL¡,2

f-

otherwise

corTr-;,0)2. (C;
/1corar.u,o uvj,r-0 if (corArea,,o-corTl.,o)2*(cora."a.,,-corTl.,l)2*(corar.a,r-corTl.,r)r=o
r,

uuj.r'

otherwise
^,

2

rabre<-uvff:"':'ilåiåi:ïä"betweenthe
AUV := Unit_V_TL_Fp(T, Area)

Executing the Unit Vector subroutine

subroutine for cross product operation on unit vector
CPofUV:=

for ie0..SumSegA-l

j e 0.. SumSegTL - |
tPj,o - ruvj,
r'(AUv,)¡,, - tuu:,, .(oru),,,
cPj,,

*

ctj,,

*

[ruv,,o'(nuul¡,, -u,, ,'(auv) ,o1r-rr
ruvj, o'(AUv,)¡,, - tuu:,, (ouul,,o

Table. <- CP
Table

Result in x direction from cross product
Result in y direction from cross product
Result in z direction from cross product

ticFielddistributionoverthesamplesurfacecorrespondingtoTLine
BField:=

for ie0..SumSegA-l
SumSegTL-l

*

Bi,o

8..<l, l

uo''

I
j=0

."{^,lr1l

SumSegTL- I

+*

j=o

Bi.z'

SumSegTL- I

I

j=0
BFieldX:=

m

.lcro,

Result in x direction from Biot€avart Law

Result in y direction from Biot€avart
Law

./cro,

"" e"1t-'(cnoruv),r'u'm

Result in z direction from Biot€avart Law

k<-0
for ieO..nBy- I
forjeO..nBx-l

t BFieldn,o
k<-k+l
k<-0
for ie0..nByfor

je

BFieldZ:=

O..nBx-

k<-k+

I

Convert the result in x direction into a plot
able table format

I
I

Bj,t'BFieldu,,

El sr¡ero

o'u

Fu1¡"-'(cnoruv).,,'u'm

uo't

Bj,,

BFieldY:=

J''(æoruv),

uo't

\-

,L

./cao

Gonvert the result in y direction into plot
a
able table format

k<-0
for ieO..nBy- I
for jeO..nBx- I
Bj,,'BFieldu,,

k<-k+

I

subroutine for computing Magnetic Moment on the probe

Moment:=

for ie 0..SumSegA- I

t,,o

tr, t l
t,, t l

momentsin(TiltX)

f

moment'sin(Tilt)
moment'cos(Tilt)

M
MomentX:=

k<-0
for ie O..nBy-l
for je 0..nBxMi,t

t

I

Momenf,o

k+-k+

Magnetic Moment of the probe in x direction,
taking into account the x tilted angle of the sample.
Magnetic Moment of the probe in y direction,
taking into account the y tilted angle of the sample
and the tip.
Magnetic Moment of the probe in z direction, taking
into account the y tilted angle of the sample
and the tip.

Convert the result in x direction into a ptot abte
table format

I

M
MomentY:=

k+- 0
for i e 0..nBy - I
for je 0..nBxMt,

j'
k+-k+

I

Momentr,

l

convert the result in y direction into a prot abre tabre
format

I

M
MomentZ:=

k+-0
for ieO..nByfor

k<-k+l
M

lfl

Masnetic M of Tip

I

je0..nBx- I
Mt,j * Mottnï,2

Convert the result in z direction into a plot able
table format

Subroutine for importing Data from Simulation in Different Scanning Height

bl-H
7x :=

bl

7y :=

C:\..\1_7x.xls

b3 7x :=

_E¡

b5 7x :=

E¡

-H:=

bTJy

_EI

b5 7z'.=

C:\..\5_7z.xls

-Er

(f .7pm to 9.7¡rm)

Cl..\7_7z.xls

b9 7z'.=

-ñ

C:\..\9_7y.xls

bly := bl_7y.tesla

Cl..\9_7z.xls

blz := b1_7z.tesla

b3x := b3_7x.tesla

b3y := b3_7y'tesla

b3z:= b3_7z.tesla

bSx := b5_7x.tesla

b5y := b5_7y.tesla

b5z:= bíJz.tesla

b7x := b7_7x.tesla

b7y :=

b7z:=

b9x := b9_7x.tesla

b9y := b9_7y.tesla

b7

lmporting Data from different scann¡ng height

b7 7z'.=

:=

C:\..\7_7y.xls

C:\..\9_7x.xls

bl_7x.tesla

C:\..\3_7z.xls

C1..\5_7y.xls

b9_7y :=

b9 7x

::

b3 7z;=

b5 7v :=

-En C:\..\7_7x.xls

C:\..\1_7z.xls

C:\..\3_7y.xls

C:\..\5_7x.xls

b7 7x :=

bl-E¡
7z:=

_H

b3_7y :=
Cl..\3_7x.xls

blx

EI
C:\..\1_7y.xls

_7y.tesla

b7 _7z.tesla

bgz:= b9 Tz.tesla

Assigning Unit (Tesla) to the imported Data

subroutine for preparing curve Fitting Data in Gradient operation
n<--l
for ie 0..nBy- I

forje0..nBx-l
In <- n + I if mod(j,nD) = g
I
* b7*j,i
lDmoal¡,nn¡,n

Divide Magnetic Field(X) into atablewithnD(defineatthebeginning) rowalong Xdirection

D

Dxz:=

n<--l
for ieO..nBy- I
for je0..nBx-

I

if mod(j,nD)=g
ln<-n+l
I
Dmod(j,no),
n* b7t j,i
f

Divide Magnetic Field(Z) into

a

table with nD(define at the beginning) row atong X direction

D

Dxy:=

n<--l
for ieO..nBy-

I

forjeO..nBx-l
n<-n+l if mod(j,nD)=0
Dmod(

j, nD), n

*

b',

i,,

Divide Magnetic Field(Y) into

a

table with nD(define at the beginning) row along X direction

D1y:=

n<--l
for ie0..nBx-l
forjeO..nBy-l
In +- n + I if mod(j,nD)
I
b7Yi,
j
lDmodlj,no¡,n'

Dyz:=

Dyx:=

for ieO..nBx-l
=

I

I

Dmod(j,nD),

f

for ie0..nBx-

Divide Magnetic Field(X,Y,Z) into

a

n*b7ti,j
D

table with nD(define at the beginning) row along y direction

Dzy'.=

k<-0

Dzx :=

k<-0

n<--l

n<--l

n<--l

for ieO..nBy- I

for ie O..nBy- I
for jeO..nBx-

for ie0..nBy-

forje0..nBx-l

I

I

forjeO..nBx-l

k<-j+i.(nBx)
m<-0
Dm,k
. <- blz.I,J

k+-j+i.(nBx)
m+-0
Dm,K<- blv.
'l,l

k<-j+i.(nBx)
m<-0
Dm,K<- blx.I,J

Dm+ l,l(. <-b3z-I,J

Dm+l,K+- b3v.
.r,J
Dm+¿,K
^ - <-b5v.
'r,l

Dm+t,K<- b3x.I,J
Dm+z,^.k <-b5x.l,
J
Dm+J,l(
<-b7x.
^.
I,J

Dm+/,^.K<-b52.I,J
Dm+J,^ -K<-b72.I,J

Dm+J,l(
^. +-b7v.
'r,J

Dm+4,K
. <-b92.I,J
D

Divide Magnetic Field(X,Y,Z) into

Dm+4,I(
.. +-b9x.I,
J

Dm+4,k <- b9Yl,i
D

a

I

forje0..nBy-l
if mod(j,nD)=Q
ln+-n+l
I
b7*i, j
lDmod(j,nD),n '

D

k<-0

n<--l

forjeO..nBy-1
ln+-n+l if mod(j,nD)=Q

D

Dzz:=

n<--l

D

table with nD(define at the beginning) row along Z direction (i.7pm to 9.7pm)

Subroutine for Gradient Operation (õX, õy, ôZ)
dCFx(df ,xn) :=

for me 0..nD y <-m
-m

I

Derivative operation in X direction

for ie0..nDAxisX-

I

(¿r

.

x +- submatrixl

\tesla"
-,0,nD

_ l . i. i\

',')

z <- regress(y,x,poly)

dCFL,,

*

k+-k+

Extract data points from the table column by
column
Fit the curve with a polynomial equation.

k<-0
for ne O,xn..nD-

I

t

o9-inr.rp{r,

x,y, n)

Performing derivative operafion on the equation
within the range

I

dCF

p
Rgroupx(df) :=

A+--0

B<-0

nBx
nD
- nElx
Íor J€ 0..

lor r€ 0,-..nDAxisX,

nD

nBx
nD

-

I

B+-A if i=0
B +- augment(B,A) otherwise

B. k8
2

msA

Gonvert the data into a plot able format

dCFy(df ,yn) :=

for me0..nD- I
v <-m
for ie0..nDAxisY- I

submatri.(ft,0,"o

x +-

- ,,t,ì

z <- regress(y,x,Poly)

k+-0
for

n e O,yn..nD

-

I

- 9-in,..p1r, x,y, n)
k<-k+ I
dCFt,

i

dCF
t-r

Rgroupy(df) :=

A<-0
B<-0
for ie o,
for

nBY

..nDAxisy

nD

jeo

-

nBY

nD

#-t

otherwise

Bc-A if i=0
B

r-

B. kg

2

msA

augment(B,A) otherwise

dCFz(df ,zi,zn) :=

for me 0..(nD- l)
Y^<- zi + m'zn
for ieO..nDAxisZ- I
x <-

submarrix[*,r,* - ,,,,ì

z +- regress(y,x,poly)

k<-0
forne0..(nD-l)
I

g <-. zi + n.zn

I

oaon,,
I

* !-in,..p1r,x,y,c)

fo-u*,"
dCF

p

Rgroupz(df,z):=

k<-0
for j e O..nBy - I
for ieO..nBx-

ls.,,'. <- ¿r z,k

|

lk<-k+
^kg
2
m.s .A

I

I

Subroutine for computing the lnteraction
Force
Rez

:= Rg¡oup z(dCF z(Dzz, 1.7,2),2)

Rzy := Rgroup z(dCFz(Dzy 1 .7
,
,2) ,Z)

iffiii:*:ii,:11tfi:::ff;îi"åïî'"'"î1ïe.

Rzx := Rgroupz(dCE z(Dzx, 1.7,2),2)

n'r,=

@rø*ij

p'2,=

6¡¿ãi*d

n*,=

Ç-røo'n.-.--*fr

Multiplying the Result from Gradient
operation with Magnetic Moment
of the Tip, and yield rnteraction
Force

Fz:= Fzl + Fz2 + Fz3

summation of alr interaction force
between tip and sample in Z direction.

Ryx := Rgroupy(dcFy(Dyx,

I

Ryy := Rgroupy(dCFy(Dyy,
Ryz := Rgroupy(dCFy(Dyz,

r*r

'=

I

t

@*.røãi*S

Fx2:= (Rxz.Momentz)

r*r,=

(with 1.7prn as the row rimnrorrhe
derivative ranse,2¡rm is

@rur*ffi

Fx := Fxl + Fx2 + Fx3

F:= Fz.cos(Tilr) + Fy.sin(Titt)

))
))

))

Rxy := Rgroupx(dCFx(Dxy,
Rxx := Rgroupx(dCFx(Dxx,

I

))

l))

Rxz := Rgroupx(dCFx(Dxz, I
))

ryr,=

ftfaaffifr

Fy2,=

A;;À;;;¿ï
-----------)

Fy3:= (Ryx.MomentX)

Fy:= FylT +

ryf

+ Fy3T

summation of alt interaction force
between tip and sampre in

y,

zdirection. (X was insignificant)

To Generate Figures 5.4 Shown in Chapter 5
PlotTl(Xini, Xend, Yini,

Yen

l)
TLi,O-Xini+(i.unit) if
i e 0.. (Tsteps -

d,Zini,Zend,Tsteps, unit) :=

* Xini- (i.unit)
TLi,' * Xini otherwise
TLi,o

PlotA(x,y):=

if Xend -

TLi,l-Yini+(i.unit) if

Xend

TLi,l-Yini-(i'unit) if Yend TLi,

l-Yini

TLi,z*

TL;,2- Zini-

(i.unit)

otherwise

TL
PTI := PlotTL(Tl Xini, Tl Xend, TlYini, Tl Yend,

T

I

Zini, TlZend, T I sreps, unit)

PT2 := PlotTL(T2Xini , T2Xend , T2Yini , T2Yend , T2Zini, T2Zend,T2steps , unit)
PT3 := PlotTL(T3Xini, T3Xend, T3Yini, T3Yend, T3Zini, T3Zend,T3steps, unit)
PT

:= stack(PTl, PT2,PT3)

PThick := l.

l0-

PlotT(TL,A):=

12

LThick := 6

i e 0.. SumSegTL

-

I

ificTlsteps-2
* - TLi,0
Boundv

'v(_-_TL.,
2þ'm

r'

I

for ne 0..LThick

A

LThick <- PThick

*

0

Xini < 0

Yini +

0

Yini < 0

otherwise

Zini+ (i.unit)

TLi,Z* Zini

Yend

Xini

*

if

Zend

if

Zend- Zini <0

-

Zini

0

for

je

0..x

for ie 0..y
ta
P. . +- -20'10- ' '
I,J

I'p.m

- l'¡r'm)
p.m )

Boundx

l"z-

ifi=Tlsteps-l
*'TLi,o
y

Boundv

(-

---------:-

Zu'm-

TL.

_

I' I

for ne O..LThick

A
x,

LThick
y--+n

<- pThick

)

A

LThick
y--+n

x+ I,

<- pThick

2

A

pThick
LThick <_
^ y--+n

x+1,

A

)

LThick
- !---+n

+- pThick

x+J,

2

A
x+4,

pThick
LThick +y--t-n
2

if

Tlsteps

-I

< i <Tlsteps + T2steps

_

I

*'TLi,o
Boundv

Y<_-_TL.
ZP'm

_

r' l

for ne 0..LThick

A( LThick\
l.-- 1*"'t

t

if

+- PThick

Tlsteps + T2steps < i < Tlsteps + T2steps + T3steps

x<-TL.1,0Boundv

y <- --------'

2P'm -

TL.

r'

_

I

for ne 0..LThick

A
x,

pThick
LThick <-

Yl-n

I

ltt = Tlsteps + T2steps
* * TLi,0
y <-

Boundv

------------:-

2E'm -

TL.r' -

l

for ne 0..LThick

A LThick

<- pThick

+n, y

2

A

LThick
x-+n,

r'= nrotrfJl,
\F'm

c.- PThick

y- I

A LThick
*-*n,t-,

<- pThick

A LThick
x_-+n,y-3

<- pThick

PlotAreal

)

Open a "Surface plot" Windows,
Type t'P" at the cursor,
Set "rotation,'angle to 0o, "tilt" angle to 90o,
Set "FilI options't to firl surface,
"c;oror opúons" to corormap, and ,,Line options,, to No lines.

Er-1

To Generate Figures 5.9 Shown in Ghapter

S

Open a t'Surface Plot" \{indorvs,
Type "BFieldZ', at thecursor,
set "Fill options" to fiil surface, rcoror options,,
to corormap, and ,,Line options,r to No rines.

BFieldZ

Open a "Su¡face plot" Windows,
Type "BFieldZ,, at the cursor,
1.1 I'Fill
llyf!""]'angte to 0o, "ritr" angte ro 90o,
set
options" to fill surface, "cTolor opúons" to colormap,
and ,,Line options,, to No lines.
Set "Colormap" to Greyscale

BFieldZ

To Generate Figures 5.9 Shown in Chapter

S

Open a "Surface plot" Windows,
Type "BFieldy" at the cursor,
set "Fill options" to f lr surface,
"coror options,, to corormap, and ,,Line options,, to No rines.

BFieldY

Open a I'Surface plot" Windows,
Type "BFieldy't atthe cursor,

l.l

j]ryflr"l'angte

ro 0o,

"titt"

angte ro 90o,

set "Fill options" to fill surface,
"iolor options" to colormap, and ,,Line options,, to No lines.
Set "Colormap" to Greyscale

BFieldY

To Generate Figures 5.10 Shown in Ghapter

S

Open a "Surface plott'Windows,
Type "BFieldXtr at the cursor,
Set ItFiIl optionst' to fill surface, "Color Optionstt to
colormap, and ,,Line options' to No lines.

BFieldX

-â.a'5 zo

40

60

Open a "Surface plot" Windows,

Type "BFieldX" atthe cursor,
Set 'rrotation't angle to 0o,
"tilttt angle to 90o,
set "Fill options" to fill surface, "color opúons" to cotormap,
and ,'Line options,' to No lines.
Set rColormaptt to
Greyscale

BFieldX

To Generate Figures S.l

I

Shown in Chapter 5

Open a "Surface plot" Windows,
T¡rpe r'(22't atthe cursor

set "Fill options'; ro niii'u.rr.u, ,,coror
options" to corormap, and ,,Line options,,
to No rines.

Rzz

To Generate Figures 5.i2 Shown in
Chapter 5

Open a "Surface plot" Windows,
Type t'(bsz-b3zl2¡l'at the cursár,
set "Fill options" to fi[ surface,

( D¡v¡de tt¡e

difturent between

"brr"i ópã"^;'to

b5z

2u

b3z

Bfie'

at scan height Spm and 3ttm by 2¡rm)

and 'Line options,,to No rines.
"oro.m"p,

To Generate Figures 5.14 Shown in Chapter
5

Open a "Surface plot" Windows,
Type t'b7y" at the cursor, ( y Bf¡etd at scan
height 7.7pm)
set "Fill options" to fiu surface, "color optiã"r;,
to corormap, and ,,Line options,, to No
rines.

b7v

To Generate Figures S.15 Shown in Ghapter

S

Open a ttSu¡face plot" Windows,
Type "Ryy T" at the cursor' (y Magneric Fierd
in Gradient y, wirh ,,Matrix Tranpose.,)
set "Fill options" to firr surface,
"õoror op;o;r;; to corormap, and ,,Line

options,r to No rines.

Ryyr

To Generate Figures 5.1g Shown in Ghapter 5

Open a "Surface plott'Windows,
Type t'b7zt' at the cursor, ( z Bfietd at scan he¡ght 7.zpm)
set "Fill options" to filt surface, "Color opdãns" to colormap,
and 'Line options" to No lines.

b7z

To Generate Figures 5.19 Shown in Ghapter

S

Open a "Surface plot" Windows,
T¡pe "Rzz" at the cursor, (z Magnet¡c Field ¡n Gradíent
Set t'Fill Options" to lìtl

z)

surface, "Color Options" to colormap, and ,,Line Options,,
to No lines.

To Generate Figures 5.20 Shown in Ghapter 5
i := 0..70

Assign

I

"i"

as counter

from 0 to 70.

.10 -Ã

i\

I'r

b9zgs,¡ 5.10-s

I'i
i''
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f\

í|i

Yli:: ''

.l].'.i'''
.1L11'"

t
-b.11Ltts ro

i!..:1...:l:"-

o

,t\..'--ììì#-,;'jl
;
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/,/'
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\
\/\.!
1l\l
ll\r

-1.10
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\./
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l
I
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40

Open a "X-Y Plott'Windows,
Type "b92" and subscrip "35,i"atthe cursor, (rve look attheZmagnetic field rlistribution at35mm
rvhich is the cenh.e of the sample)
T¡pe the others.

To Generate Figures 5.21 Shown in Ghapter 5

Open a t'Surface Plotrr \üindows,
Type "Fyttatthe cursor, (yMagnet¡c interact¡on Force)
Set "Fill Options" to fill surface, "Color Options" to colormap, and
"Line Options" to No lines.

Fy

To Generate Figures 5.22 Shown in Chapter

S

Open a "Surface Plot" Windows,
Type ttFyl rtr at the cursor, (y Magnetic interaction Force, ìil¡th ,,Matrix Trânpose,)
Set "Fill Options" to fill surface, t'Color Optionst' to colormap, and
"Line Options" to No lines.

FvlT

To Generate Figures 5.23 Shown in Ghapter

S

Open a "Surface plot?'Windorvs,

Type t'Fy2 T'r at the cursorr

(y Magnetic interaction Force, with ,,Matrix
Tranpose-)

Set '?Fill options" to fiu surface,
"ôoror

o;ü;;;;'

to corormap, and ,,Line options,, to No
rines.

Pvf

To Generate Figures 5.24 Shown in Ghapter

S

Open a "Surface plotrr Windows,

T¡pe "P2" atthe cursor,
set I'Fill options" to fill surface, "color options"
to corormap, and 'Line options,, to No lines.

To Generate Figures 5.25 Shown in Chapter

S

Open a "Surface plot" Windows,

Type "Fzl " at the cursor,

Set I'Fill Optionst' to

fill surface, "Color options" to colormap, and ,,Line options,,

to No lines,

Fzl

To Generate Figures 5.26 Shown in Chapter

S

Open a "Surface Plot'r Windows,
Type ttFz2" atthe cursor,
Set 'rFill Options" to fill surface, "Color Options" to colormap,
and ,,Line Options,, to No lines.

Fz2

To Generate Figures S.Z7 Shown in Chapter

S

Open a "Surface plotrr Windows,
TyI¡e I'F'r at the cursor,
set "Fill options" to ñll surface, t'coror options,,
to corormap, and ,,Line options,, to No rines.

F

To Generate Figures 5.2g Shown in Chapter
5
df

:=

ie0..nBx-l
forje0..nBy-l
* o,,j-, - o,,j-r't j = nBv- I
lo,,¡

for

lo,,r'Fi,¡*t -

Fo,,o

otherwise

G

Find the Relative Interaction Force with Initial point
at X=10,

y{

Open a "Surface plot" Windows,

Type "df" at the cursor,
set "Fill options" to fill surface,

"color options" to colormap, and rr¡.ine options,r

to No lines.

To Generate Figures 5.29 Shown in Chapter

S

6.lo-12

4.10-"
dfrr,,

ri

\,.

2 .l 0-12

Ì-i,'

/'
0

\iIi
\i

-2.10-"

i.4'

t"-".-"'

-q.rc-t2
i

"X-y plot" Windows,
TJ4)e'df'randsubscrin"35'i"atthecurs.r' (welo'kattheRerativeluteractionForceat35pnlwhichisthecentreofthesampre)
Open a

Type the others.

To Generate Figures S.30 Shown in Chapter 5
m

:=

EI
G:\..\mm4.txt

Sl := m.e4.983.10-

j:=

l8

Convert the EXp fite from the MFM to txt file.
Import the MFM txt file, by "In sert Components,,, ,,File Read
or Write,,.

iiïtjlji:Hi

0..255

ïîit

tt

å

constant to adjust the amplitude

timt

range so rhat we can conpare rhe rwo

Assign a new conter from 0 to 255, because the image is
in 256X256 pixers

Gl := df'2
s

df is multiplied by 2 due to the effect of the beam bound
system duiscribe in chapter 3, ans assigned

10-13

as

Gt

Open a "X-Y Plot'r Windows,

Trye"S]'l andsubscrip"l2Sj"atthecursor, (rvelookattheluFlllresultatl2g¡rnrrvhichisthe

6 .10-13

centre of the sample)

4.10-r3

sllz¡,j
2.10

"

13

-2.10

0

6

.

l0-12

4.10

Open a "X-Y PIot" Windows,
Type dfand subscrip "35,i"atthe cursor, (rve look at
the Relative lnteraction Forcc at35¡rm
rvhich is the centre of the sample)
Type the others

12

2.r{12
df¡s,

i

-2.rc

t2

-4 . l0-12
20

40

60

To Generate Figures 5.35 Shown
in Ghapter
window(tu):=

for xe O..nBx-

S

nBy:= 70
size:= I0

I

W2+-0
count <- 0

for

ye0..nBy-

I

stze

xlnll <-

2

size

-

yrnrr <-.y

2

for ie0..size-

I

wl<-0
lor je0..sizet<-0
if {nBx
f

'

*

I

- I >(xinit+ i) > 0l a [nBy _ I > (yinit+ j) >0]
t,r**,nit),

I count

(j+yinit)

+- count +

I

Wl<--Wl+t
W2<-W2+Wl
w

x'Y

w2
count

w
Fl := window(F)
I .10

12

Open a "X-Y PIotil Windows,
and subscrþ

Fl¡s,i
-l

: Tt
llP.
which
is the

"3!i"at

the cursor,

centre of the sample)
T¡pe the others

o

.10-12
20

40

60

80

(rve look at the Relative

Interaction Forte at 35¡rm

To Generate Figures 5.37

,no*n

in Ghapter 5

TMomenZ:=

k<-0
for ie O..nBy-

I

forje0..nBx-l
tt,j - Momen[,r.(l k+-k+ I

cos(2.5deg.j))

M

lr_1TT-u,
otrocuon

*"gnetic momenr on the rip tilted

2.5 degree in

y

Open a "surface plot" Windows,
Type "TMom entZt, at the cursor,
set "FiIl options" to filr surface, i'coro. options,,
to corormap, and ,,Line options,, to No
rines.

TMomentZ

To Ge¡erate Figures 5.3g Shown in Chapter
5
_------_.--._)
TFzl := (Rzz.TMomentZ) TFy2:= (Ryz.TMomenZ)
TFz:= TFzl + Fz2 + Fz3 TFy := FylT + TFy2T
+

Fy3T

TF:= TFz.cos(Tilt) +

TFy.sin(Tilt)

TF2 := window(TF)

Open a "Sutface plot" Windorvs,
Type rrTF2r' at the cursor,

set "Fill options" to fiil surface,
"coror options,, to corormap, and ,,Line options' to No rines.

To Generate Figures 5.3g Shown in Ghapter
5
l.to-1,

s .to-13
TF2¡5,

¡

"X-y plot" Windows,
"J{2"and
subscrip 'r35j'atthe cursor,
]¡æe
35¡ln
rvhich
Open a

is the centre

ofthe santple)

(we look at the Relative Interaction
Force at

AppendÍx 2
University of Manìtobø SpM Digítøl Control System Setup

user interface layout in acquired mode of uM spM Digital control system.

Set point (Set Pt)

is set to 0.09V, which is a representation of force between the

tip and the sample in voltage. Gain (I) was set to
-1534734, which is just a current gain
proportional to

the -18'18 to 18.18 real gain. X

scan size

(X) and y scan size (y)

are

both set to 120019.5nm. (Xoff) and (Yoff) are for offsetting the scan
locations, which are
set to 30004.9nm'

(Lift) is to set the lifted distance between the tip and the surface of the

sample when performing non-contact mode MFM, which

is set to 1000nm. Scope for

channel 1 is turned on and the range of the scope is set to l000nm per
division. Scope
range for channel 2 is set to 0.5V per division.

APPENDIX

2
University of Manitoba SpM Digital Control Sysrem Sefup

138

In routing the signal, we feet the X, Y, and Z positional
signal from Digital SpM

controller to the Piezo Positionner controller through a
1/20 attenuator to control the
nanopositionner temotely. The differential signal from
bi-cell photodiode is taken into the

Digital sPM controller through channel In6 as topographic
signal of the sample surface
from MFM contact mode. The ouþut signal from lock-in
amplifier is taken into the

Digital sPM Controller through chan¡el In4 as relative magnetic
force signal of the
sample circuit from

APPENDIX

MFM non-contact mode.

2

University of Manitoba SpM Digital Control System Setup
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